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L INTRODUCTION

This report describes an environmental imaging (EI) investigation carried out under contract to

Newpark EnvironmentalServicesof Calgary,Alberta for ChevronTexaco- ChevronCanada

Resources of Calgary, Alberta. The survey was carried out on September 3rd,2003 at the North

Langely Sump Location, located southwest ofTuktoyaktuk, Northwest Territories.

The survey objectives were to identify and delineatepossible subsurfaceionic occurrenceson site.

The Geonics EM38 and EM31 were used to meet these objectives. Two TrimblePathfinder Power

DGPS receivers provided positional control. Data were differentially corrected using Central

Alaska, Alaska, USA base station data.

All project work was carried out in accordance to discussionswith Mr. Aaron Trites of Newpark

Environmental Servicesof Calgary,Alberta.
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CD
2. ENVIRONMENTAL IMAGING (El) - DATA ACQUISITION

EI refers to the imaging of the subsurface for anomalous environmentalconditions. Various tools

are applicable to this process, each of unique capability and purpose. This section describes the

tools used to image environmentalsubsurfaceconditionson site.

Appendix A contains geophysical (Geonics EM38 and EM31) and DGPS positioning (Trimble

Pathfinder Power) specifications. Appendix B contains a technical paper by the instrument

manufacturer (GeonicsLimited). This paper provides in-depthtechnicalbackgroundon the applied

geophysicaltechnique (Frequency-DomainEM induction).

2.1 LATERALCONDUCTIVITY(GEONICSEM38/31)

Appendix A contains Geonics EM38/31 instrument specifications. The Geonics EM38/31 use

electromagnetic (EM) inductive forces to delineate subsurface conductivities. These instruments

are digitally synchronized to differentially-corrected GPS (DGPS). This arrangement allows

positioning and geophysical data to be stored simultaneously on handheld dataloggers. Data are

acquiredswiftlyat highsamplingdensity. EM38readingsweretakenin the 'EM38- Horizontal

Coils at Ground Level' mode, approximating measurements of the initial 1.5 m of topsoil

(Table I). EM31 readings were taken in the 'EM31 - Horizontal Coils at Hip Level' mode,

approximating measurements of the initial 5 m of topsoil (Table 1).

Please note that an inherent property of EM signals prevents deep penetration into conductive

media. Tabulated depths of penetration (Table 1) are skindepths of the penetrating EM signal and

are a function, in part, of overall soil conductivity (conductive soil reduces depth-of-penetration).

The various coil orientations are not used to delineate the depth-extent of conductive media but

rather the depth-onsetof conductivemedia.

2
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TABLE1

EM38/3l Coil Orientations and Corresponding Effective Depths of Penetration

Coil Orientation Effective Depth of Penetration

EM38 - Horizontal Colls at Ground Level

EM38 - Vertical Coils at GroundLevel

1.5m

1m

EM3l - VerticalCoilsat GroundLevel

EM31 - Horizontal Colls at Hip Level
EM3l - HorizontalCoils at GroundLevel

2m

5m

6m

2.2 DGPS PosmONING (TRIMBLE P A1HFINDER POWER)

Appendix A contains DGPS instrument specifications. Positioning data were differentially

corrected using Central Alaska, Alaska, USA base station data. The moving DGPS receiver

(Rover) was synchronized to geophysical instruments providing positioning control of

geophysical measurements. Although this system can readily apply corrections in real-time, post-

processing using specialized software is more accurate and avoids potential interference by real-

time correcting radio signals. Positioning accuracies in the several decimeters range are generally

possible. Table 2 lists various DGPS survey parameters. Site features have been surveyed on

site and serve as reference markings for follow-up work.

TABLE2

DGPS Survey Parameters

Base Station UTM Coordinates:

Central Alaska, Alaska, USA

Rover UTM Zone

7265957.73N, 607453.44E, 283.51 m

08

NAD83Final UTM Datum:

3
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3. ENVIRONMENTAL IMAGING (EI) - DATA PROCESSING AND PRESENTATION

EI data processing was initiated infield and completed at headquarters. Data processing was

designed to enhance results by carefully applying specific mathematical algorithms. Such

algorithms may filter unwanted data, enhance trend continuity or highlight otherwise unclear or
invisible data.

3.1 LATERAL CONDUCTIVITY (GEONICS EM38/31)

EM38/31 data were processed to moderate responsesfrom buried metal and powerlIDeinterference.

Additional data processing enhanced trend continuity and amplified hidden anomalies. Key data

processing parameters are tabulated (Table 3) to enable future data processing repeatability. Two

'Lateral Conductivity Distribution (EM38/31) & Site Features' maps were created (Maps 1/2 and

2/2) and are included in the clear plasticpouch accompanyingthis report. Reduced versions of both

maps are bound into the report. The large-fonnat maps detail site features better and offer finer

EM-imagingthan their small-fonnat counterparts.

The lateral conductivity image was overlain onto an aerial photograph (taken by Essis crew during

the mobilization flight) to improve feature identification during follow-up work. As the aerial

photograph exhibits focal distortion, the DGPS surveyed features on the maps should be used for

referencing field locations. The aerialphotographis bound in followingthe report.

TABLE3

EM38/31 - Key Data Processing Parameters

Data Gridding:

Data Filtering:

Min. Curvature (Ix 1),Residual (::;0.25)Iteration (100000)

Internal Tension = 1, Boundary Tension = 1

Data hnaging:

hnage Enhancement:

Moving Average (5,5)

Non-linear, 42 -115 mS/m

Resolution enhancement to 120 dpi, Low-Pass (2)

4
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3.2 DGPS POSmONING (TRIMBLEPATHFlNDERPOWER)

Positioning data were corrected for ionospheric effects. Specialized processing software by

Trimble Navigation incorporated Central Alaska, Alaska, USA base station data to differentially

correct all rover positions. PDOP (positional Dilution of Precision) was generally below 3.5.

PDOP is a statistical measure of positional accuracy related to satellite geometry relative to the

receiver. ill general, PDOP values in excess of five suggest somewhatmore inaccuratepositioning.

Final UTM coordinateswere projected in NAD83.

4. MAPS - INTERPRETATIONAND SITE ANALYSIS

Maps (112) and (2/2) are titled 'Lateral Conductivity Distribution (EM38/31) & Site Features'.

The large-fonnat maps are scaled at 1:800. The small-fonnat, bound maps are scaled at 1:1100.

Data are presented in UTM coordinatesandprojected in NAD83. TheUTM grid coordinate system

displays in units of metres (as opposed to degrees) and allows distance measurements to be read

directly off the maps. UTM X and Y grid lines (the fine vertical and horizontal lines on the maps)

are spaced 10m apart. Site features have been DGPS surveyed and are included on the maps to

provide reference control during follow-up work. Aerial Photograph #1 (bound in following the

report) represents an overlayof the EM38 image to an aerial photograph of the site (taken by Essis

crew on September 3rd,2003 during a mobilization flight).

Lateral conductivity is also referred to as apparent conductivity. Apparent conductivity

approximates the bulk conductivity from surface to skindepth of the primary EM field.

Conductivity variations are generally caused by a combination of ionic contaminants (nitrates,

cWorides), natural soil salinity, buried metal (pipes, scrap, etc.), changes in soil type and
saturation.

Metallic and ionic responses can often be distinguished by interpreting their characteristic

behaviour. Such behaviour is a function of geometriccoupling between the instrument and buried

metal. Buried metal is easily identifiedwhen geometriccoupling is maximized (for example,when

5
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surveying perpendicularly across pipelines). Consequently,buried metal is not always identified

when coupling is minimized (for example, when surveyingparallel to pipelines). Please note that

while the EM38/31 respond to buried metal, these tools are not specificallydesignedto map buried
metals.

The colour images on the maps represent the lateral conductivity distribution on site. The

possibility of conductive media increases from dark blue (cold colours) to dark red (hot colours).

Regions that have been surveyed (as revealed by the presence of geophysical measurement

stations, fine crosses) and are not coloured (but appear white) are also presumed background.

Background readings can vary between sites in response to varying soil types. Dry

accumulations of sand or gravel typically yield low backgrounds. Naturally occurring ions,

fertilized, fine-grained and/or saturated soils yield elevated backgrounds. Elevated backgrounds

can sometimes match magnitudes typical of contaminated regions. Lab results of test hole

locations from within anomalous regions (hot colours) should reveal the cause of anomalous

responses. Similarly, lab results of test hole locations from outside anomalous regions (cold

colours) should reveal the nature of background responses.

In general, Maps (112) and (2/2) reveal shallower and deeper conductivity data on site,

respectively. The surveyed area is located within a floodplain that encounters both ocean salt-

water and river freshwater. Moderately elevated background conductivities in this mixing zone
reflect the combination of conductive salt-water and non-conductive fresh-water. When

surveying near areas of pooled water, both instruments reveal increased conductivities. This

concurrence suggests water within the pools is likely saline. Aerial Photograph #1 shows the

extent of water pooling and general saturation in this area.

The surveyed sump appears near the middle of both maps, centered within a drier and generally

lower-conductivity zone. Slightly elevated responses appear in the middle ofthe sump on deeper-

imaging EM31 Map (2/2). These responses may relate to potential subtle ionic sump
contamination or ocean salt-water.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The survey objectives were to identify and delineate possible subsurface ionic occurrences at the

North Langley Sump Location. The Geonics EM38 and EM31 were used to meet this objective.

Two Trimble Pathfinder Power DGPS receivers provided positional control. Data were

differentiallycorrectedusing CentralA1as~ A1as~ USA base station data.

The investigated sump was located on a floodplain where both ocean salt-water and river ftesh-

water are encountered. As a result, pools of standing saline water caused increased conductivity

responses. The sump was centered in an area of generally dry soils and lower-conductivity

responses. Subtly elevated responses central to the sump may have been caused by ionic
contaminationand/or salt water.

Geophysicaldata should be correlated to future lab results of strategicallygathered soil and ground

water samples on site. The combined interpretation of all data ensures a comprehensive

understandingof site conditions.

Site features have been DGPS surveyedto assist follow-up work. As well, the aerial photographs

taken of the site should supportin-field feature identification. Caution is advised during subsequent

sampling to avoid unidentifiedburied objects.

7
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EM38

GROUND
CONDUCTIVITY

METER
with

INPHASE
CHANNEL

The EM38 measures the conductivity of the ground directly
in mS/m. The EM38 also measures the inphase component
of response, which enables it to be used as a metal detector
or, for poorly to moderately conductive material, a
magnetic-susceptibility meter.

The depth to which the EM38 measures conductivity depends
solely on the orientation of the instrument. When the
instrument is upright in vertical-dipole mode (as shown),
depth of measurement is 1.5 m. With the instrument on its
side, in horizontal-dipole mode, depth of measurement is 0.75
m. Readings are shown on digital meters which are mounted
on the top and side of the EM38, for convenient reading
regardless of the orientation of the instrument.

Using EM induction, the EM38 requires no contact with the
ground. As a result, surveys can cover large areas rapidly.
Readings can be recorded manually, or digitized and stored
by the DL720 datalogger,

To survey at walking speed, a special handle allows the
operator to caIT)' the EM38 at ground level. The handle is
equipped with at switch, which controls continuous rccording
of data by the DL720. In continuous mode, over 3000
measurements can be recorded per hour.

The EM38 is most commonly used in agricultural
soil-salinity surveys, in both dry-land and irrigated areas.
Compared to resistivity, EM38 surveys offer better
lateral-resolution, and much fast~r coverage. The EM38 is
often mounted on a trailer, and towed behind a tractor or
other vehicle.

Other applications include the mapping of archaeological and
waste-disposal sites. These applications make good use of
the excellent spatial resolution of the EM38, and its ability to

, map magnetic susceptibility and to detcct all types of metal.

& GEONICS LIMITED

Specifications
Measured 1: Apparent conductivity of the

Quantities ground in millisiemens per metre
(mS/m)
2: Inphase ratio of the secondary to
primary magnetic field in parts per
thousand (ppO

EM Source Dipolar transmitter coil, operating at
14.6 kHz

EMSensor Dipolar receiver coil, coplanar with
EMsource, positioned 1 m from
source

Measuring Ranges Conductivity: 100, 1000 mS/m
Inphase: 2,9, 29 ppt

Noise levels Conductivity: 0.1 mS/m
Inphase: 0.3 ppt

Power Supply 1 alkaline 9V battery, for up to 30 h of
operation

Operating Weight 2.5 kg
& Dimensions 103 x 12 x 2.5 cm

Shipping Weight 1Okg
& Dimensions 117 x 19 x 13 cm

1745 Meyerside Drive - Unit 8 Mississauga, Canada l5T 1C6
Phone:A-t6'6709580 fax: 4HS670 9204
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EM31
GROUND

CONDUCTIVITY
METER

with
INPHASE

CHANNEL

'I1?-e.<!eonics EM31 maps ground conductivity directly in Snprec
"

I-fl
"
ca" t

"

lonsmillislemens per metre (mS/m. or mmholm). The EM31 also ~
measures the inphase component of response, which is useful
for detecting ferrous and non-ferrous buried metal.

1\vo meters on the front panel of the EM3l simultaneouSly
display conductivity and inphase response. These readings
can be recorded using the DL720 digital datalogger.
Readings can be taken at successive survey stations, or
continuously along the survey line.

Using the inductive method. the EM31 operates without the
ground contact required by conventional resistivity~ -As a
result, surveys can be done over highly resistive mat~al,
such as gravel or asphalt, at the pace of a slow walk. -

Compared to resistivity surveys, EM31 surveys yield
detailed, continuous data, with better resolution of small
changes in conductivity. This enables the EM31 to identify
subtle changes in conductivity that - can be caused by
contamination, and to delimit affected areas with precision. -

Depth of exploration is about 6 m, which makes the EM3l
suitable for many geotechnical and environmental
applications.

Depth of detection of metallic objects varies according to the
size and shape of the object. Isolated 200-litre (55 gat) drums
can be detected at depths to2 m. Long pipes and large tanks
Canbe detected at greater depth.,

The EM31 can map conductive contamination of soil and
grotindwater, and simultaneously detect buried metal, which
makes this instrument the ideal tool for site assessment. Data
from EM31 surveys can be easily processed with GEOSOFr
software into attractive, meaningful colored and shaded-relief
maps.

& GEONICS LIMITED

Measured 1: Apparent conductivity of the
Quantities grouna in millisiemens per metre

(mS/m)
2: Inphase ratio of the secondary to
primary magnetic field in parts per
thousand (ppO

. EMSource Dipolartransmittercoif,operatingat
9.8 kHz -

EMSensor Dipolar receiver coil, coplanar with
source, positioned 3.66 m from
source

Measuring Ranges Conductivity: 10, 100, 1000 mS/m
- Inphase: ~ 19.9 ppt .

Noise Levels Conductivity: 0.1 mS/m
Inphase: 0.03 ppt

Power Supply 8 alkaline .C cells, for up to 20 h of
operation

Operating Weight 11 kg
& Dimensions 400 x 18 x 20 em

Shipping Weight 26 kg
& Dimensions 145 x 23 x38 em

8-1745 Meyerside Dr, Mississauga, Ontario Canada l5T 1C6
Phone: (905) 670-9580 Fax: (905) 670-9204



Key Features and
Benefits

.Totalsystem solution

.Easy.to.usesoftware

.Highaccuracy

.Real.timeGISdata
collectionand mainte.
nance

.Beaconand satellite
differentialcapabilities

.Supports leadingGIS
database formats

.WAAS. capable

c»-

GPS Pathfinder Systems
Versatile GIS data collection and maintenance

Trimble's GPS Pathfinder@ systems

are a family of high-performance
GIS data collection and mainte-

nance productS. These versatile sys-

tems offer a variety of software, data

collecror and GPS receiver options

so you'll find one that is ideal for

your needs. Powerful and easy-to-

use, you can quickly collect quality
data for utility, urban and natural
resource databases. And as the

demand for high-quality position
and attribute information increases,

these systems allow you to update

existing GIS data-ensuring that

your decisions are made with the
most accurate, current and reliable
data available.

Easy.to-use Software

Time-saving field software is essen-
tial for productive GIS data collec-
tion and maintenance.

With Trimble's field software

options, you can quickly and easily
colleer point, line and area features,
along with their customized attrib-
ute information. Field software

makes it easyro take existing data
from your GIS into the field for

verification and update of position
and attribUte information. With

powerful navigation rools, the field
software guides you to an existing
feature or landmark using graphical
display and texrualmessages.

Three options are availablefor

collecting and maintaining quality
data while out in the field.

Asset Surveyor@software runs
on the revolutionary TSCl"" -a
rugged, weatherproof, handheld
data collecror developed and built
by Trimble.

TerraSyncT.softwareoperateson
standard Pocket PC and Windows

CE devices,providing the flexibility

PowerfUl, rapid. accurate data collection and maintenance

ro choose from a wide range of de-

vices depending on your requirmentS.

ASPEN@ software runs on your

pen or notebook compUters, when

extra processing power or srorage is

imponant for your field operations.

Real-time Receivers

Because you need immediate
results, the GPS Pathfinder sys-

tems family includes Trimble's real-
time differemial GPS (DGPS)

receivers. Real-time DGPS is key
for relocating existing assets and
for verifYing that the correct fea-
ture is being updated.

The GPS Pathfinder Pro XRS

system integrates GPS, real-time
beacon, satellite differential and

Wide Area Augmemation System
(WAAS) capabilities.

The GPS Pathfinder Pro XR

system integrates GPS, real-time

beacon and WMS capabilities.
The GPS Pathfinder Power

receiver integrates GPS, real-time

satellite differential, and WAAS

capabilities into a single, light-
weight unit.

Efficient Planning and Processing

The powerful GPS Pathfinder
Office software allows you to
quickly plan your data collection
and maintenance work and

process YOUtfield data for use in
yoUt GIS. Imponant functions
such as data dictionary creation,
data viewing and editing, and dif-
ferential correction can all be

completed with ease. GPS
Pathfinder Office softWarecan

process real-time DGPS data,
ensuring your data is of the high-
est quality before exporting it to
many leading GIS packages.

With powerful field and
office softWareand integrated
real-time DGPS, the GPS

Pathfinder systems family meets

your GIS data collection and
maintenance needs roday and
into the future.



GPS Pathfinder Systems
Versatile GIS data collection and maintenance

FEATURES AND OPTIONS

GPS Pathfinder Systems Standard Features Available Raeivers and Standard Features

.GPS Pathfinder Office software.Choice of G PS receiver.Choice of field software

.Ergonomic backpack carrying system.Rechargeable system batteries (provide 8 hours of field use).Battery charger and AC power supply

.GPS Pathfinder Pro XRS receiver.GPS Pathfinder Pro XR receiver.GPS Pathfinder Power receiver

Optional Receiver Accessories

.] 2-channel GPS receiver

. EVEREST'" multi path rejection technology.WAAS differential correction capabilities

.Vehicle kit-includes cigarette lighter power adapter,

quick release, 2 quick-release adapters and magnetic mount..GPS Pathfinder Centimeter Processing option.Rangepole bipod system

Available Field Sofiware

.Asset Surveyor software-for Trimble TSC] data collector.TerraSync software-for standard Pocket PC and Windows CE devices.ASPEN softWare-for Windows-based pen or notebook compUters

GPS PATHFINDER PRO XR AND XRS-RECEIVER & ANTENNA SPECIFICATIONS

GPS Pathfinder Pro XR GPS Pathfillder Pro XRS

.Integrated GPS/Beacon receiver. Integrated GPS/Beacon antenna.RTCM inpUt/oUtpUt.3-meter antenna cable

.Base datalogging mode

. Integrated GPS/Beacon/Satellite Differential receiver.Integrated GPS/Beacon/Satellite Differential antenna

.RTCM input/outpUt. 3-meter antenna cable

. Base datalogging mode

GPS Pathfinder Pro XR reaivc,"

Ceneral

Updalerale
] 2 channel, LI /CA code tracking with carrier phase filtered measurements and multibit digitizer
I Hz

6 Watts (max). 10 to 32 VDCPower

Accuracy IRMSllNole AI

MCORR400 differential correclion

Carrier phase processing

50 cm + I ppm on a second-by-second basis (horizontal)

Submeter + 2 ppm on a second-by-second basis (vertical)

30 cm + 5 ppm with 5 minutes tracking satellites

20 cm + 5 ppm with 10 minutes tracking satellites

]0 cm + 5 ppm with 20 minutes tracking satellites

I cm + 5 ppm with 45 minUtes tracking satellites (with Centimeter Processing option)
Better than I meter (Note B)

30 seconds (typical)

] 1.1 cm x 5.1 cm x ]9.5 cm (4.4" x 2.0" x 7.7")

0.76 kg (1.68 Ibs)

-300 C to +650 C (-220 F to +1490 F) (operating)

-400 C to +85' C (-400 F to + 1850 F) (storage)

100% fully sealed

Dusrproof, splashproof, shock resistant; sealed to 5psi

RTCM beacon radio transmissions

Time 10 firsl ftx

Size

Weighl

Temperalure

Humidity

Casing

GPS Pathfillder ho XRS mciver

Specifications for the Pro XRS receiver are the same as for the Pro XR receiver with the following exceptions:
Power 7 Watts (max), 10 to 32 VDC

Accuracy (RMSI (Nole AI

RTCM satellite differential correction Better than I meter (Note B)



GPS Pathfinder Pro XR antenna

General

Size
Right-hand, circular polarized; omnidirectional; hemispherical coverage

15.5 cm diameter x 10.8 cm high (6.1" x 4.2")

0.49 kg (1.08 Ibs)
-300 C to +650 C (-220 F to +1490 F)

-400 C to +850 C (-400 F to +1850 F)

100% fully sealed

Dusrproof, waterproof, shock resistant

Weight

Operatingtemp

Storage temp
Humidity

Casing

GPS Pathfinder Pro XRS antenna

Specifications for the Pro XRS antenna are the same as for the Pro XR antenna with the following exceptions:
Size 15.5 cm diameter x 14 cm high (6.1" x 5.5 ")
Weight 0.55 kg (1.2 Ibs)

GPS PATHFINDER POWER RECEIVER/ANTENNA SPECIFICATIONS

.Integrated GPSISarellite Differential receiver and antenna.RTCM input

General

Update rate
12 channel, LJ ICA code rracking with carrier phase filtered measurements.
1 Hz

3.1 WaIfS, 9 to 32 VPower

Accuracy IRMSI (Note AI

MCORR400differentialcorrection

Carrier phase processing

Submerer + 1 ppm on a second-by-second basis (horizontal)

Submeter + 2 ppm on a second-by-second basis (vertical)

30 cm + 5 ppm with 5 minutes rracking satellites

20 cm + 5 ppm with 10 minutes tracking satellites

10 cm + 5 ppm with 20 minUtes rracking satellites

1 cm + 5 ppm with 45 minutes rracking satellites (with Centimeter Processing option)
Better than I meter (Note B)

30 seconds (rypical)

15.2 cm diameter x 12.7 cm high (6" x 5")

0.625 kg (1.38 Ibs)

-300 C to +600 C (-220 F to +1400 F) (operating)

-400 C to +800 C (-400 F to + I 760 F) (storage)

100% fully sealed

Fully sealed, dustproof, waterproof, shock resistant

RTCM satellite differential correction

Tome to first fix

Size

Weight

Temperature

Humidity

Casing

TRIMBLE TSC1 DATA COLLECTORSPECIFICATIONS

Humidity

Display

Power

2 MB, memory extension through user accessible Type II ATA PC card slot (Note C)
26.7 cm x 11.7 cm x 4.2 cm (10.5" x 4.6" x 1.65")

0.85 kg (1.875 Ibs), including rechargeable Lithium Ion battery
-300 C to +650 C (-220 F to +149°F)

-300 C ro +800 C (-220 F to + 1760 F)

100% fully sealed against sand, dust and moistUre, buoyant, waterproof against accidental immersion

240 x 200 extended temperature graphics STN LCD display
<1 Watt

Loggingmemory

Size

Weight

Operating temp

Storage temp

(footnotes)

Note A: At least 5 satellites, PDOP:56, signal to noise ratio ;::6, satellite elevation mask at 15 degrees.

Note B: RTCM SC-1 04 standard flrmat broadcast from a Trimble reference station.

Note C: Memory extension through user-accessible 7Jpe 11 PC card slot. 16MB PCMClA Data Cards are available (33050-16)

Trimble flllows a policy of continuous product improvement. Specifications are thereflre subject to change without prior notice.

ORDERING INFORMATION

Forfurtherinformation,contactyournearestTrimbleAUthorizedDistribUtororTrimbleOffice.Pleasevisitourwebsiteatwww.rrimble.com
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G Trimble

PowerfULsoftware for planning and

processing mapping and GIS data

capture projects.

Built on the solid foundation estab-

lished by PFINDER software,

Pathfinder Office'" is the next genera-

tion of Trimble's GPS planning and

data processing software and is an inte-

gral part of the GPS Pathfinder'" prod-
uct line. The software is Microsoft

Windows-based and is designed for

ease-of-use and high productivity.

The software provides all of the

tools to complete your projects quickly.

GPS Planning software is fully ime-
grated with Pathfinder Office.

Planning your dara collection sessions

is a simple task that lets you make the
most of field data collection time.

The Data Dictionary Editor lets
you build custom data collection menus

to be uploaded to your data collector.

hems can be quickly added, edited,

and moved within the data dictionary.

MAPPING & GIS SYSTEMS

Pathfinder Office Software
GPS Data Processing Software fOr Microsoft Windows

A graphic display makes the process far

easier by helping you understand the

structure of the data dictionaty at a glance.
With Pathfinder Office's Batch

Processor, you can automate your
workflow. Data can be transferred

from your data collector, differemially

corrected, and exported to your GIS or

CAD system as a single automated

function. After your data has been

processed, you can prim it or plot it to

scale using a pen plotter.

A carrier phase processing module

for high accuracy positions is a stan-
dard componem of the Pathfinder

Office system. Using this processing
system, you can achieve accuracies in

the range of 10 to 75 cemimeters,

depending on which GPS Pathfinder

product you are using.
Pathfinder Office software makes

exporting GPS data to your GIS or

CAD system a simple process. Para-

meters for exporting data can be set up

in the system once and saved for use

on futUre projects. This allows you to

export data withom going through

setup each time.

With Pathfinder Office software,

you can display a background map

behind your GPS data. This allows

you to see where you have collected
data and how it relates to features for

which you already have information,

such as roads or property boundaries.

Data formats for background files

include DXF, Shapefile, BMp, and TIFF.

The Time Line window lets you

visualize your data from a chronological

point of view. For example, if you
wanted to review data collected before

a lunch break, you could look for that

time period on the Time Line. High-

lighting the feature on the Time Line

also highlights it on the map display.
Pathfinder Office software sets a

new standard for GPS planning and

processing software. h provides all the

tools needed to make your GPS data

collection easy and successful.



Pathfinder Office Software
GPS Data Processing Software for Microsoft Windows

PathfinderOfficeSoftwareCapabilities

.Automated workflow with Batch Processor

. Export to most major GIS and CAD systems.Carrier phase processing for high accuracy positions.Display background maps behind GPS data.Review and edit attribute data

. Import GIS files and take them to the field.Time Line for chronological view of GPS data.Microsoft Windows-based-Windows 3.1 or later,

Windows 95, Windows NT 3.51 or later.Advanced data dictionary editor.Quick Plan software for session planning.Custom coordinate system editor.Full project control.Waypoint manager lets you create locations for navigation.Support for printers and pen plotters. Plots to scale

.Compatible with laser printers

StandardComponents

.3.5" Software Diskettes. Sofrware CD.Software Security Key (not included with upgrades).Activation Disk.Printed Manuals

.On-Line Help.Tutorial and Sample Files

OrderingInformation

GEO-PC to Pathfinder Office
upgrade

PFINDER to Pathfinder Office
upgrade-<:urrent PFINDER
Support Agreement required

PFINDER to Pathfinder Office
upgrade -no Support Agreement
required

Part Number 31307-00

Part Number 31308-00

Part Number 31309-00

ComputerRequirements

RecommendedConfiguration:

Pentium microprocessor with 12 MB of RAM,
a 100 MB hard drive, and a CD-ROM drive
Microsoft Windows 3.1 or later; Windows 95;
or Windows NT 3.51 or later

MinimumConfiguration:

Computer:

OperatingSystem:

Computer: 80486 microprocessor, 8 MB of RAM,
and an 80 MB hard disk

Microsoft Windows 3.1 or later
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I. INTRODUCTION

The measurement of terrain resistivity to map geology has been
utilized for over half a century. Several shortcomings, however,
have prevented this technique from being widely accepted for en-
gineering purposes. The first of these is that conventional galvanic
resistivity surveys require a relatively large amount of manpower to
execute and are thus expensive. Secondly, the actual value of resis-
tivity itself is seldom diagnostic; it is the lateral or vertical variations
of resistivity which form the basis of any interpretation. However
the high cost of resistivity surveying generally means that fewer
measurements are made than would be desirable, with the result
that either (i) the survey area is not made large enough to establish a
reasonable background against which the anomalous areas are to be
delineated or (ii) the anomalous area itself is obscure and lacks
definition.

An additional problem inherent to conventional resistivity tech-
niques is that although the effective depth of exploration is deter-
mined by the selected inter-electrode spacing, resistive in-
homogeneities which are small compared to this depth but which are
located near the potential electrodes can cause a significant error in
the measurement. Such fluctuations in the measured results are
truly geological "noise" because it is not possible to determine the
physical size, resistivity contrast, or location of the source. As a
result of such inhomogeneities resistivity profiles carried out at
constant interelectrode spacing tend to be noisy, limiting the resol-
ution in resistivity that can be achieved, even though the in-
strumentation itself is capable of producing much higher accuracy.

It was an awareness of both the advantages of resistivity for
engineering geophysical surveys and the disadvantages of conven-
tional resistivity techniques that led Geonics Limited to examine the
possibility of employing electromagnetic (inductive) techniques as
an alternative for resistivity surveys. With the development of the
EM31 and the EM34-3 it is now possible to map terrain conductivity
virtually as fast as the operator(s) can walk; furthermore the sample
volume is averaged in such a manner as to yield unexcelled resolu-
tion in conductivity.

These patented instruments have been designed to cover the
range of depths generally useful for engineering geophysics; the
EM31, one-man portable, has an effective depth of approximately 6
meters and the EM34-3, two-man portable, has stepwise selectable
depths from 7.5 meters to a maximum of 60 meters.

Typical applications for the EM31 and EM34-3 instrumentation
are:

(i) Delineating regions of permafrost (frozen pore water)
(ii) Locating gravel

(iii) Extending known gravel deposits
(iv) Mapping saline intrusions
(v) Detecting cavities in carbonate rocks

(vi) Mapping pollution plumes in groundwater
(vii) Mapped bedrock topography

(viii) Mapping terrain conductivity for electrical grounding
(ix) General geological mapping (soil types, fault and fracture

zones, etc.)
(x) Archaeological exploration

(xi) Locating pipes (EM31) and metallic-type conductors
This technical note describes both the principles and the in-

strumentation employed to measure terrain conductivity using
electromagnetic techniques at low induction numbers. For a de-
tailed discussion of the concept of terrain resistivity/conductivity
and of the various factors that control this parameter the reader is
referred to Geonics Limited Technical Note "Electrical Conduc-
tivity of Soils and Rocks".

II. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

The application of electromagnetic techniques to the measure-
ment of terrain resistivity, or more properly, conductivity. is not

.Conductivity is preferred with inductive techniques since the response is
generally proportional to conductivity and inversely proportional to resis-
tivity.
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FIGUREI. Induced current flow (homogeneous halfspace).

new and excellent descriptions of this technique are given in the
literature [I), [2].

Consider Figure 1in which a transmitter coil Tx energized with an
alternating current at an audio frequency, is placed on the earth
(assumed uniform) and a receiver coil Rx is located a short distance
s away. The time-varying magnetic field arising from the alternating
current in the transmitter coil induces very small currents in the
earth. These currents generate a secondary magnetic field H. which
is sensed, together with the primary field, Hp, by the receiver coil.

In general this secondary magnetic field is a complicated function
of the intercoil spacing s, the operating frequency, f, and the ground
conductivity a. Under certain constraints, technically defined as
"operation at low values of induction number" (and discussed in
detail in the appendix) the secondary magnetic field is a very simple
function of these variables. These constraints are incorporated in
the design of the EM31 and EM34-3 whence the secondary magnetic
field is shown to be:

H. iWJLoos2
H~ 4p

where H. = secondary magnetic field at the receiver coil
Hp = primary magneticfieldat the receivercoil

W = 21Tf

f = frequency (Hz)
1-'-0= permeability of free space
° = ground conductivity (mho/m)
s = intercoi) spacing (m)
i=J=1

(I)

The ratio of the secondary to the primary magnetic field is now
linearly proportional to the terrain conductivity, a fact which makes
it possible to construct a direct-reading, linear terrain conductivity
meter by simply measuring this ratio. Given H./Hp the apparent
conductivity indicated by the instrument is defined from equation
(I) as

4

(.!h)o. = WI-'-oS2Hp
(2)

The MKS units of conductivity are the1nho (Siemen) per meter or,
more conveniently, the millimho per meter.

III. INSTRUMENTATION

The EM3l (shown in Figure 2) has an intercoil spacing of 3.7
meters, which yields an effective depth of exploration of about 6
meters. The instrument can also be operated on its side, in which

5



FIGURE 2. EM31 in field operation.

case as will be seen in Section IV., the effective depth of exploration
is reduced to approximately 3 meters. The instrument is one-man
portable and can be used either in "station-by-station" mode or
read continuously. The presence of layering in the earth can be
detected by raising the instrument and noting the readings as a
function of instrument height. If the earth is two-layered the con-
ductivity of both layers and the upper layer thickness can be
resol ved.

The EM34-3 which is two-man portable has the two coils flexibly
connected (Figure 3). The intercoil spacing is measured electroni-
cally so that the receiver operator simply reads a meter to accurately
set the coils to the correct spacing, which can be 10,20, or 40 meters
so as to directly vary the effective depth of exploration as shown in
Table I.

FIGURE 3. EM34-3 in field operation.

6

TABLEI. Exploration depths for EM34-3 at various intercoil
spacings

Exploration Depth (meters)

To measure terrain conductivity the transmitter operator stops at
the measurement station; the receiver operator moves the receiver
coil backwards or forwards until his meter indicates correct intercoil
spacing and he reads the terrain conductivity from a second meter.
The procedure takes 10 to 20 seconds. The coils are normally
carried with their planes vertical (horizontal dipole mode) since in
this configuration the measurement is relatively insensitive to mis-
alignment of the coils. In the event that the greater depth of penetra-
tion resulting when the two coils are in the vertical dipole mode is
desired, more care must be taken with intercoil alignment. Because
of the relatively short intercoil spacing correct alignment is usually
not difficult to achieve.

Both instruments are calibrated to read terrain conductivity in
millimhos per meter. To convert these readings to resistivity (in
ohmmeters) one simply divides them into 1,000, i.e. 50 millimhos
per meter is the equivalent of 20 ohmmeters.

IV. SURVEY TECHNIQUES AND INTERPRETATION

For either the EM31 or EM34-3 it can be shown that in a homo-
geneous or horizontally stratified earth the current flow is entirely
horizontal. Furthermore under the constraints by which the instru-
ments are designed the current flow at any point in the ground is
independent of the current flow at any other point since the magnetic
coupling between all current loops is negligible. Finally, under these
constraints the depth of penetration is limited only by the intercoil
spacing. We say that the depth of penetration is "source" or
"geometry" limited rather than "skin depth" limited since it is now
controlled by the fall-off with distance of the dipolar transmitter
field. For this reason all dimensions are normalized with respect to
the intercoil spacing in subsequent sections of this technical note.

IV. I. Instrumental Response as a Function of Depth (Homogeneous
Halfspace)

Consider a homogeneous halfspace on the surface of which is
located an EM31 or an EM34-3 transmitter as shown in Figure 4.
Fixing our attention on a thin layer of thickness dz at depth z (where
z is the depth divided by the intercoil spacing s) it is possible to
calculate the secondary magnetic field in the receiv~r coil arising
from all of the current flow within this or any other horizontal thin
layer. One can thus construct the function <Pv(z)shown in Figure 4
which describes the relative contribution to the secondary magnetic
field arising from a thin layer at any depth z. We see from this figure
that material located at a depth of approximately 0.4 s gives maxi-
mum contribution to the secondary magnetic field but that material
at a depth of 1.5 s still contributes significantly. It is interesting to
note that the ground at zero depth, i.e. the near surface material.
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FIGURE 4. Relative response versus depth for vertical dipoles. cb,(z)is Ihe
relative contribution to Hs from material in a thin layer dz located at (nor-
malized) depth z.
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FIGURE 5. Relalive response versus depth for horizontal dipoles

makes a very small contribution to the secondary magnetic field and
therefore this coil configuration is insensitive to changes in near
surface conductivity.

Figure 5 illustrates the function of Figure 4 for the case of both
transmiller and receiver dipoles horizontal coplanar rather than
vertical coplanar. For the coil configuration of Figure 5 (commonly
used for the E1\134-3since it is less critical to intercoil alignment) the
relative contribution from material near-surface is large and the
response falls off monolonically with depth.

A comparison of the function cpfor both coil configurations in
Figure 6 emphasizes the different manner in which they respond to
material at different depths. The difference is important since either
instrument can be rolled over so that the vertical dipole transmit-
ter/receiver geometry becomes a horizontal dipole transmiller/re-
ceiver geometry and vice versa. As will be seen later, this feature is
useful in diagnosing and defining a layered earth. The figure also
shows that for regions greater than one intercoil spacing in depth the
vertical trans miller/receiver dipole gives approximately twice the
relative contribution of the horizontaltransmiller/receiver dipole.

To summarize, with either horizontal or verticaltransmiller/re-
ceiver dipole orientation it is possible to construct a function which
gives the relative response to the secondary magnetic field at the
receiver from a thin layer of ground at any depth. That this is
possible arises from the fact that (i) all current flow is horizontal and
(ii) all current loops are independent of all other current loops. It
should be noted that it is not possible to construct such functions for
conventional resistivity techniques.

Finally, since as shown in Section II the definition of apparent
conductivity is given in terms of the secondary magnetic field at the
receiver, the functions in Figure 6 also give the relative contribution

20

1'0

0
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FIGURE 6. Comparison of relative responses for vertical and horizontal
dipoles.

from material at different depths to'the apparent conductivity indi-
cated by the instrument meter. The integral of either function from
zero to infinity gives the total secondary magnetic field at the re-
ceiver coil from a homogeneous halfspace which is directly related
to the electrical conductivity of the halfspace by equation (]). It is
therefore possible to state with great precision the relative influence
of material al different depths to the indicated apparent conductiv-
ity.

IV. 2. Multi-Layered Earth Response
The functions shown in Figure 6 are useful for describing the

relative sensitivity of either of the two coil configurations to material
at various depths. However a function derived from them is more
useful for performing calculations. It is defined as the relative con-
tribUlion to the secondary magnetic field or apparent conductivity
from all material below a depth z and is given by

Rv(z) =f 'l' <Pv(z)dz
II z II

(3)

Called the cumulative response. this function is illustrated in
Figure 7 for vertical coplanar transmiller/receiver dipoles. The
figure shows, for example, that for this configuration all material
below a depth of two intercoil spacings yields a relative contribution
of approximately 0.25 (i.e. 25%) to the secondary magnetic field at
the receiver coil.

Suppose now that our homogeneous halfspace has a conductivity
of 20 millimhos per meter (50 ohmmeters). The equipment having
been calibrated according to equal ion (2), the output meter indicates
20 millimhos per meter. From Figure 7 we observed that the material
below two intercoil spacings contributed 25% to the secondary
magnetic field and therefore 25% to the indicated meter reading.
Suppose that we replace this deep material with an infinitely resis-
tive (zero conductivity) substance. Since we have reduced to zero
the 25% that this material contributed to the meter reading the new
reading will be 75% of 20, or 15millimhos per meter. Conversely, if
we leave all of the material below two intercoil spacings at 20

R v(z)
1'0 -

05

0
0 0'5 10 1.5 2'0 Z

FIGURE7. Cumulative response versus depth for vertical dipoles. Rdz)
is the relative contribution to Hs from all material below a (normalized)
depth z.
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FIGURE 8. Two layer earth model.

millimhos per meter but make all material above two intercoil spac-
ings infinitely resistive the meter reading will fall from the original 20
millimhos per meter for the homogeneous half space to 5 millimhos
per meter, since, if all of the material below two intercoil spacings
contributed 25% of the meter reading, all of the materiaJ above two
intercoil spacings must contribute 75%; when removed the meter
reading becomes 0.25 x 20 or 5 millimhos per meter.

From this example we see that there is a simple way to calculate
the instrument reading on an arbitrarily layered earth as long as the
intercoil spacing is much less than the skin depth in all of the layers.
We simply add the contribution from each layer independently,
weighted according to its conductivity and depth according to Fig-
ure 7. For example assume that we have a two-layer case as shown
in Figure 8. The contribution from the upper layer is given by

a. = aj [1 - Rv(z)J

since all of the material below zero depth yields a relative contribu-
tion of unity or 100% to the meter reading. Conversely all of the
material in the lower layer adds a contribution given by

a. = a2Rv(z)

and the actual instrument reading will therefore be the sum of these
two quantities

a. = adl - Rv(z)] + a2Rv(z)

If the earth is three-layered as shown in Figure 9 the same proce-
dure is employed to determine the instrumental response. In this
example the calculations are performed for different middle layer
thicknesses.

I 1
I S---I ,

c::SRx c::STx

In- Lz- .

L

a, = 20mS/m
Zt = 0'5

z.= 1'0, 1'5
a. = 2mS/m

a, = 20mS/m

ao = a,[I-R(z,)]+a.[R(z,)-R(z.)j+a,R(z.)

z, =1'0, ao = 20[1-0'70] + 2[0'70-0'44] +20XOA4 = 15'3 mmho/m

z, =1'5, ao =20 [1-0'70] + 2 [0'70-0'32] + 20 X 0'32 = 13'2 mmho/m

FIGURE 9. Calculation of response to three layer earth - center layer thick-
ness varying.
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The ease with which such calculations are performed facilitates
survey preparation and interpretation. It is sometimes possible to
make advance estimates of the electrical properties of the materials
to be encountered during a surveyor, alternatively, once on-site the
operator can obtain the same information from sample measure-
ments of the different materials. The procedures outlined above are
then employed to estimate the apparent conductivity measured
under various terrain conditions. Examples of such calculations for
the EM31 are shown in Figure 10. As is seen in the appendix the
algebraic expressions for cplz) and R(z) are very simple and are
easily programmed on hand held calculators.

In Figure 10 the vertical dimensions are greatly exaggerated with
respect to the horizontal dimensions. The question arises as to what
degree of lateral uniformity is required before the earth can be
considered as horizontally stratified or homogeneous. Survey ex-
perience indicates that if the ground conductivity does not
significantly vary with horizontal distance within a radius of one
intercoil spacing from the instrument the ground can be considered
to be laterally uniform. .

The above discussion referred to the use of vertical transmit-
ter/receiver dipoles; it is equally possible to construct a cumulative
response function for the horizontal coplanar dipole configuration
and Figure II illustrates this function for both coil configurations. A
comparison of the two curves illustrates that the vertical dipole
mode of operation has approximately twice the effective explora-
tion depth of the horizontal dipole mode.

(4a)

IV. 3. Comparison with Conventional Resistivity Techniques
Many readers will be familiar with the two-layer curves employed

to interpret data from conventional resistivity surveys using a Wen-
ner array of four equally spaced electrodes. Using the techniques
described in the previous section it is a simple matter to calculate
two-layer curves for the electromagnetic technique; Figure 12
shows such curves for both the vertical and horizontal dipole
configurations superimposed on standard Wenner curves. The gen-
eral shape is similar but there are marked differences in detail. For
vertical coplanar transmitter/receiver dipoles we see that when the
substrate is the more resistive the response of the two systems is
similar; however when the substrate is the more conductive the
electromagnetic technique sees deeper in that the influence of the
substrate, for a given conductivity contrast, is felt at smaller inter-
coil spacing than inter-electrode spacing. This is a general charac-
teristic of electromagnetic systems which prefer to look through an
insulator to a conductor rather than through a condUCh)r to an
insulator.

For the horizontal dipole configuration if the lower layer is the
more resistive the effective exploration depth of the inductive tech-
nique is slightly less than the Wenner array; however, once again, in
the case where the lower layer is the more conductive the explora-
tion depth of the inductive technique is substantially g~eater.

(4b)

(5)

IV. 4. Resolution of Two-Layered Earth by Varying Intercoil
Spacing

The principal advantage of the inductive electromagnetic tech-
nique over conventional resistivity lies in the speed and accuracy
with which lateral changes of terrain conductivity can be measured.
However this technique can also be used to measure the vertical
variation of conductivity by expanding the intercoil spacing in a
manner analogous to that in which the electrode spacing is expanded
in conventional resistivity sounding techniques. The current state-
of-the-art, however, is such that relatively few intercoil spacings
can be employed; for example the EM34-3 can be operated with an
intercoil spacing of 10, 20 or 40 mete~. This feature is somewhat
mitigated by the fact that the instruments can be used in either the
vertical or horizontal dipole modes which, as shown in a previous
section, exhibit different sensitivity to various depths thus yielding
more information than would be available by simply using three
spacingswith one coil orientation,

To interpret a two-layer geometry the two-layer curves for both
dipole configurations are superimposed on a common plot as shown
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in Figure 13. The six data points obtained by making measurements
with two coil orientations and three intercoil spacings are plotted to
the same scale on a piece of transparent paper and are translated
vertically and horizontally on the two-layer curves to ascertain
whether a satisfactury fit can be achieved. In the event that such a fit
can be made. the earth dues exhibil two-layer characteristics and
the values of conductivity for both layers and the thickness uf the
upper layer are directly read ofT.

IV.5. Resolution of Two-Layered Earth b) Var)'ing Insirulllent
Height

In the case of the EM31 the intercoil spacing is rigidly fixed so that
Ihe technique described above is not available to analyse a layered
earth. It is. however. possible to raise the instrument above the
ground. measuring the apparent conductivity as a functiun of in-
strument height for both the vertical and horizontal dipole configu-
rations, This h;ls the effect of shifting the response curves uf Figure
6 upwards through the variuus regions of the earth and the variation
of apparent conductivity with height is therefore of diagnostic value
in determining the nature of any layering. It is a straightfurward
matter to calculate the response of the instrulllent as a function of
height for various two-layered earth geometries and typical curves
are shown in Figure 14b. To use the curves une simply pluts the
measured apparent conductivity versus height for both cui Icontigu'
rations on a piece of transparent paper to the same scale as Figure

(a) ~e ~

~
.

h(m)

~a1 k=~
(TI

a2

(b)
~
0"1 100

" .c::::>c::::>
' k = 100

....
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.... ,
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\
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\
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....
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(C) Case history. . . . .
Interpreted results t, = 1m, 0", = 0'30mmho/m

0"2= 30 m mho/m

FIGURE 14. Two layer earth response curves (a,!u, = 1. IO.too:Instrument
height varied). Dots are actual survey results,
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14b and shifts the plotted data vertically until good agreement is
achieved with one of the curves. whereupon the two conductivities
and the upper layer thickness are immediately determined as in the
illustrated case history of Figure 14c.

Inlhe event that the conductivity of either one of the two layers is
knuwn to be much less than the other. so that its contribution to the
meler reading is negligible. it is simply necessary to lay the.instru-
ment on the ground. take a reading. lay it on its side. take a second
reading. allll from these two values one can immediately calculate
the conductivity of the more conductive layer and the thickness of
the upper layer.

V. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF INDUCTIVE
TERRAIN CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENTS

V. I. Adnmtages
The advantages of the use of inductive electromagnetic tech.

niques to measure terrain conductivity are as follows:
(i) 1::.Ic"'ll'lI//'l'.IOIII/iollill cOllduc/il'i/.". It was stated in Section I

that a problem with conventional resistivity was that the pres-
ence of localized resistivity inhomogeneities near the potential
electrodes caused large errors. If we examine the current now
in a homogeneous halfspace for the inductive technique de-
scribed herein we realize that in the vicinity of the transmiller
the currenl density is very high and we might expect the pres-
ence ofa conductive inhomogeneity located here to have a large
effect. However where the current density is high. the radius of
the current loops is small and their distance from the receiver
coil large. so that these loops do not couple well magnetically
with the receiver. The effect of changing this current by varying
the local conductivity is consequently negligible. The lateral
extent of the volume of earth whose conductivity is sensed by
the inductive technique is approximately the same as the verti-
cal depth. The result is that small changes in conductivity. for
example of the order of 5% or 10%. are easily and accurately
measured.

(ii) No currell/ illjec/ioll p/'ohlems. Since currents are magnetically
induced in the earth. current injection problems encountered
with conventional resistivity in materials such as gravel, bed-
rock. permafrost. snow and ice. etc.. are not encountered with
this type of instrumentation.

(iii) Simple ml/lli-Iayered earlh calcl/la/iolls. This matter is dealt
with at length in Section IV.

(iv) Ea,\.,'. rapidmeasl/remen/s. A problem with the conventional
Wenner array is that in order to survey to an effective depth a
the array must be 3a in length and the total length of wire
required 4a. used in four sections. This presents many oppor-
tunities for snagging and breaking the wire. Furthermore each
measurement requires insertion of four electrodes and rela-
tively careful measurement of the inter-electrode spacing.
These features are avoided with the inductive electromagnetic
techniques and it is no exaggeration to say that a survey can
often be carried out five to ten times faster using this technique.
Indeed with either the EM31 or the EM34-3 it is usually possible
under average terrain conditions to survey 5 to 7 line-
kilometers a day with a station spacing of 25 or 50 meters.

V. 2. Disadvantages
As with all geophysical instruments. there are some limitations

and disadvantages to the use of inductive electromagnetic tech-
niques and these are as follows:
(i) Limi/ed dYllamic rallRe (I - !OOOmmllll,1per ml'/er). At low

values of terrain conductivity it becomes difficult to magneti-
cally induce sufficient current in the ground to produce a de-
tectable magnetic field at the receiver coil. Conversely at high
values of conductivity the quadrature component of the re-
ceived magnetic field is no longer linearly proportional to ter-
rain conductivity as is shown in the appendix.

(ii) SI'/1ill,~ lIlId Ill1Iilllllillill,~ Ihl' ill.l'I/'II1II1'1I1~.I'/,(),Ideallyinorderto
set the zero the instrument would be suspended in free space



and the zero set there. The more acceptable alternative is to
search out a region of very resistive ground, to accurately
measure its conductivity using conventional techniques, and to
set the instrumental zero at that location. This is the procedure
which is actUally followed.

It is necessary that this zero be accurately maintained over
long periods of time and over the wide variations of tempera-
ture encountered during geophysical survey in various parts of
the world. This produces tight constraints on the circuitry, with
the result that the zero may be in error by up to =0.2 mmhos per
meter. Such an error would be negligible over the usual range of
terrain conductivities; however in the event that measurements
are being made on highly resistive ground the zero error can
become significant.

(iii) Limited Vertical SOl/lldill;.!Capability. In theory it is possible to
use a system such as the EM34-3 at a continuum of intercoil
spacings to yield more information about electrical layering in
the ground. To achieve a wide variety of inter-electrode spac-
ings with conventional resistivity equipment is simple; in the
case of the inductive electromagnetic technique the rapid fall-
off of the magnetic field from the dipole transmitter introduces a
serious dynamic range problem. In due course there will un-
doubtedly be instrumentation with a wider variety of spacings
at the expense of additional complexity.

VI. CASE HISTORIES

This section describes several case histories obtained with the
EM31 and the EM34. The surveys (i) illustrate the resolution in
conductivity that can be achieved. (ii) compare the results obtained
with conventional resistivity and (iii) illustrate the use of the latter
for locating sand. gravel and conductive minerals, determining bed.
rock topography (including locating a buried river channel) and
mapping the pollution plume from a land-fill site. In some cases the
indicated conductivity has been converted to resistivity to facilitate
comparison with conventional resistivity survey results.

Case History # I

Location: Mississauga. Ontario
Instrument: EM31
Application: Illustrates resolution and repeatability of EM31

For this case history a Rustrak chart recorder was used to monitor
the output of an EM31. A line oflength 200 meters was traversed in a
field in both easterly and westerly directions. Figure 15 demon-
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FIGURE 16. Test survey line - Heart Lake. Onl.

strates that the instrument is resolving conductivity changes of less
than I mmho/m ( 1%offull scale deflection) and that the repeatabil-
ity is of the same order. In fact the repeatability is limited in this case
by the resolving power of the chart recorder itself. It should fur-
thermore be noted that the instrument is detecting spatial changes in
conductivity of a few meters in length - compatible with the inter-
coil spacing of3.7 meters.

Case History # 2
Location: Hearth Lake. Ontario
Instruments: EM3 I

Conventional resistivity apparatus
Application: Location of sand/gravel

Comparison of EM31 and conventional resistivity

In this survey a line 1900ft. (580 meters) in length was surveyed
with a measurement interval of 100ft. (30 meters). The survey area
was generally located on a buried esker, however the last few survey
stations, 17 + 00 to 19+ 00. traversed a region of exposed sand and
gravel (often occurring in the form of concretions) and over this
portion of the line measurements were made every 10ft. (3.0 met-
ers).

The conventional resistivity profile was carried out using a Wen-
ner array with an a spacing of 20 ft. (6.1 meters) except between
stations 17+ 00and 19+ 00 where the a spacing was reduced to I ft.
(0.30 meters). .

In general the correlation between the two sets of data is excel-
lent. and demonstrates the ability of the EM3 I to generate good
quantitative data even in regions oflow conductivity. Over the esker
the EM31 was actually read continuously down the line - the data
was recorded only at the 100ft. intervals, with the exception of the
reading at station 7 + 50 which was also recorded since it was noted
that a conductivity low occurred there. Such an anomaly was, of
course. missed by the conventional resistivity where measurements
were only made every 100ft.

Both sets of data become rather erratic between stations 17 + 00
and 19 + 00 as a result of the very rapid lateral changes in resistivity
arising from the concreted material referred to above.

Case History #3
Location: Cavendish. Ontario.
Instrument: EM31

Location of metallic type conductors
Application:

This survey line. of length 2000 ft. (610 meters), is located at a site

II
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FIGURE 18. EM31 survey of Cavendish test range Line 'C'.

in Ontario which is often used by Canadian instrumentation man-
ufacturers to test new electromagnetic geophysical equipment. The
survey, along line C, illustrates response from both the swamp and
the two zones of metallic mineralization. Although measurements
were only taken every 50 ft. (15 meters) both zones are well de-
lineated and when such high responses are encountered localization
to within a few meters is quickly and easily carried out.

Inasmuch as the EM31 and EM34-3 were designed to map terrain
conductivity at the conductivity levels encountered in typical soils
both instruments are extremely sensitive electromagnetic detec-
tors. For example on the most sensitive scale, full scale deflection
for the EM31 is 800 ppm of the primary magnetic field and for the
EM34-3 it is 3800 ppm. Such sensitivity makes either instrument
useful for detecting metallic type conductors at what are very low
conductivity levels by normal standards.

Case History #4

Location: Mississauga, Ontario
In~truments: EM31, EM34
Application: Determination of bedrock topography

Total line length for this survey was 8400 ft. (2600 meters) and
measurements were made every 100 ft. (30 meters) with both the
EM31 and the EM34 - an earlier version of the EM34-3 which had
two intercoilspacings VIS.100rt. (~Ometers) and SO(t. (IS meters).
The survey was performed to outline the cross-sectional profile of a
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FIGURE19. EM31 and EM34 survey line over preglacial river valley, Mis-
sissauga. Ontario.

buried preglacial river valley whose existence had been suggested
from water-well data. At either intercoil spacing the time required
for the EM34 profile was 1-1/2hours, resulting in approximately one
survey measurement per minute - including the time to walk the 100
feet between measurement stations. The time taken for the sub-
sequent EM31 survey was similar.

Typical bedrock conductivity in the area is approximately 30
mmho/m, whereas an average value for the conductivity of the
infilling glacial till is of the order of 8 to 12mmho/m. Thus the EM34
at either intercoil spacing yields approximately 30 mmho/m at the
valley edges where the overburden is thin and 12 to 14 mmho/m at
the valley centre. The EM31 yields values of 14to 18mmho/m at the
valley edges (slightly affected by the presence of bedrock) and
approximately 10 mmho/m at the valley centre. The interpreted
depth of the valley, based on the model shown in the figure, is
approximately 120feet (36 meters) which is in reasonable agreement
with the water-well data value of 150 feet (45 meters), bearing in
mind that the three sets of data show that a two-layer model is an
over simplification.

The conductivity high which occurs between stations 32 and 38
results from a very large pile of waste furnace ash lying on the
surface.

Case History #5

Location: Camp Borden, Ontario
Instruments: EM31, EM34

Conventional resistivity apparatus
Application: Mapping groundwater salinity

Comparison of EM34 and conventional resistivity

Geophysical surveys were carried out over a sanitary landfill site
using, in addition to other instruments. an EM31, EM34 and con-
ventional resistivity [4J. The survey results in the accompanying
figures illustrate the good agreement between these techniques and
also indicate the reduction in survey time achieved using inductive
electromagnetic techniques. Particularly interesting are the vertical
variations in resistivity as shown by.the EM31 at 3.7 m intercoil
spacing and the EM34 at 15and 30 m spacing.

VII. SUMMARY

This technical note describes in detail the principles of mapping
the electrical conductivity of the ground using magnetically imJuced
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currents at low frequencies. It has been shown that certain advan-
tages can be derived from working at low values of induction
number. Amongst these are excellent resolution in conductivity, a
substantial reduction in man-hours necessary to carry out a con-
ductivity survey and a simplification in the calculation of layered
earth response.

Two points should be kept constantly in mind when performing
surveys of this type to map geology. The first is that these instru-
ments map only the electrical conductivity. If the conductivity does
not vary significantly with the geological environment, or if
parameters other than the geology also influence the conductivity,
the survey results may be difficult to interpret.

The second point is that measurement of terrain conductivity, like
any other geophysical measurement,mustbegin and end with geol-
ogy. Such measurements are only an aid to help visualize geological
conditions which cannot be seen. It is always necessary to interpret
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geophysical data against known geology from out-crops, boreholes,
or any other such "bench marks". Geophysical measurements can
be very effective by allowing interpolation between such sources, or
extrapolation away from them. However in every case knowledge
derived from geophysical measurements must be eventually re-
confirmed against known geological conditions.

(I)

(2)

(3)
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VERTICAL DIPOLE HORIZONTAL DIPOLE

FIGURE AI. Vertical and horizontal dipole coil configurations.

APPENDIX: Theor)' of Operation at Low Induction Numbers

Consider the two coil configurations shown in Figure AI. In each
case the transmiller coil is energized with alternating current at a
frequency f Hertz. The measured quantity is the ratio of the secon-
dary magnetic field Hs at the receiver when both coils are lying on
the surface of the homogeneous half-space of conductivity a to the
primary magnetic field H" in the absence of the half-space (i.e. as if
the coils were in free space). The spacing between the coils is s
meters.

The field ratios for vertical and horizontal dipole configurations
are given by equations (I) and (2) respectively.

(~:L = (y~)2 {9 - [9 + 9ys + 4(yS)2 + (YS)3Je-"(S} (I)

(~:L = 2[1 - (y~)2+ [3 + 3ys + (YS)2](~~;:] (2)
h r.--

were y = ,,/lwlAoa

W = 217f

f = frequency (Hz)
lAo = permeability of free space

i =J=I.

These expressions are complicated functions of the variable ys
which is in turn a reasonably complicated (complex) function of
frequency and conductivity. However. as will be shown below.
under certain conditions they can be greatly simplified.

A Hlell known characteristic of a homogeneous half-space is the
electrical skin depth O. which is defined as the distance in the
half-space that a propagating plane wave has travelled when its
amplitude has been allenuated to lie of the amplitude at the surface.
The skin depth is given by

0= ,./ 2 =,j2i
'V wlAoa Y

and therefore
yS = J2i ~0

The ratio s/o. the intercoil spacing divided by the skin depth. is
defined as the inductibn number B. whereupon

ys = ",/2iB

Now ifB is much less than unity (ie ys« I) it is a simple mallerto
show that the field ratios of equations (I) and (2) reduce to the simple
expression

(Hs ) ~ (Hs ) ~ iB2 = iWlAoas2
Hp v - Hp H - 2 4

which is the equation given in Section) I.
The magnitude of the secondary magnetic field is now directly

proportional to the ground conductivity and the phase of the secon-
dary magnetic field leads the primary magnetic field by 90°.

14
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FIGURE All. Electrical model for vertical dipoles.

To make B much less than unity we see that we must make s very
much less than 0 and thus

2
W « --Z

lAoas
(7)

That is. having decided on a value for s (which fixes the effective
depth of penetration under the condition B « I). the maximum
probable ground conductivity is estimated and the operating fre-
quency is chosen so that equation (7) is always satisfied.

The apparent conductivity which the instrument reads is then
defined by

4

(Hs )a.,=~
. OJlAos Hp quadra'ure

compon.n'

(8)

(3)

To examine the reasons for this simplification let us focus our
allention on the vertical dipole coil configuration shown in Figure
All since symmetry makes this configuration the simplest to under-
stand.

Consider current loop I. The primary emf ep causing this current
to flow is given (through Faraday's law) by thetime rate of change of
the primary magnetic flux from the transmiller through this loop.
Three impedances cause the current to be limited. These arise from
(i) the electrical resistance R. of the loop. (ii) the fact that the current
i I generates its own magnetic field which causes a time-varying
secondary magnetic flux through the loop (self-inductance. L,). and
(iii) the fact that all other current loops such as i2 generate their own
magnetic fields which in turn cause a time-varying magnetic flux to
link with loop I (mutual-inductance. M).

The equivalent circuit for this configuration is eas~y derived from
elementary circuit theory with the result shown in Figure AIII.

The complex impedance Z incorporates all oC the affects of
magnetic coupling between current loop I and any other current
loop 2. We see from this expression that Z can be made arbitrarily
small by reducing OJ = 217f.the operating frequency. When Z is thus

(4)

(5)

M

er'o,. . ~o
(6) W2M2

R.+ iwL.Z = iWL, +

. e.',=- R,+Z

FIGUREAliI. Equivalent circuit for model of Figure All.



made much smaller than RI the current flow in loop I is simply given
by

. - ~ - iw<pp- . J..G1,- ---IW.." I
RI RI P

where <pp= primary flux linking loop I
G1 = conductance of loop I(G) = IjR1)

i=R

We see that the magnitude of the current is linearly proportional
to the loop conductance and furthermore that the phase of the
current leads the primary flux by 90°. Since the secondary magnetic
field at the receiver from current i I is in phase with and directly
proportional to i I it too will be directly proportional to G and will
lead the primary flux by 90°. Thus

(~:) oc iwGI

which has the same dependence on frequency and conductance as
equation (6). We infer therefore, that the condition B « I is equiv-
alent to stating that for all current loops that affect the receiver
output the operating frequency is so low that we can ignore any
magnetic coupling between the loops. Thus the current that flows in
any loop is (i) completely independent" of the current that flows in
any other loop since they are not magnetically coupled and (ii) is
only a function of the primary magnetic flux linking that loop and of
the local ground conductivity.

The lack of interaction between current loops is of great impor-
tance in simplifying the data reduction procedures. Of equally great
significance is the fact that for any value ofB and for any orientation
of a magnetic dipole (or indeed of any magnetic source) over either a
uniform halfspace or a horizontally stratified earth it can be shown
that all current flow is horizontal. That this is the case for a vertical
dipole is easy to see from symmetry; for a horizontal dipple it is less
evident but equally true. Thus, in a horizontally layered earth no
current crosses an interface which is fortunate since, if it did,
changing either of the conductivities would, by virtue of refraction
of the current, change the direction of the current as it flowed from
one medium to the other.

If no current flow crosses an interface and if there is no magnetic
coupling between current loops, changing the conductivity of any
one of the layers of a horizontally stratified earth will not alter the
geometry of the current flow. Varying the conductivity of any layer
will proportionately vary only the magnitude of the current in that
layer. To calculate the resultant magnetic field at the surface of a
horizontally- layered earth it is simply necessary to calculate the
independent contribution from each layer, which is a function of its
depth and conductivity, and to sum all the contributions.

The functions cp(z) and R(z) discussed in Section 1\ define the
relative influence of current flow as a function of depth. Their
derivation is involved and will not be given here. The resultant

(9)
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FIGURE AIV. Plot of indicaledconductivity for EM31 versus true (homoge-
neous half-space) conductivity for both vertical (0-.) and horizontal (0-;)
dipoles.

'000

expressions are, however, si mple and easily programmed into hand
calculators:

4z

<Pv(z) = (4z2 + 1)3/2

4z

1H(Z) = 2 - (4z2 + 1)1/2

(JI)

(12)

I

Rv(z) = (4z2 + 1)1/2

RH(z) = (4z2 + 1)1/2 - 2z

(13)

(14)

where z is the depth divided by the intercoil spacing.
Finally it should be noted that for a given frequency and intercoil

spacing as the terrain conductivity increases the approximation of
equation (6) eventually breaks down and the instrumental output is
no longer proportional to terrain conductivity. This effect is illus-
trated in Figure AIV. which plots apparent (indicated) conductivity
against true (homogeneous halfspace) conductivity for both vertical
and horizontal transmitter/receiver dipoles for the operating
parameters of the EM31. As would be expected the horizontal
dipoles exhibit linearity to greater values of conductivity as a result
of the reduced depth of penetration in this configuration.

IS
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Newnark Environmental Services
Arctic Assessment Review
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Operator: Chevron
Date: 03-Sep-03

Supervisor: Gordon Laptos

Parameter

1) Drainage

2) Erosion

3) Contour

4) Stability

5) Debris

6) Gravel

7) Rock

Parameter

1) Species

2) Health

3) Density

4) Height

5) Cover

Parameter

1) Cereal

2) Oil Seed

3) Forage

4) Pasture

5) Trees/Bush

6) Lentil

7) Other

NEWPARK

Well Name: Chevron Langley K-30
Bottom Hole:
Surface Hole:

0Wet

~~ ~-

. SURFACEGROUNDCOlNDlTIONS

DDry DFrozen

. .LANDSCAPEClUTERIA(CONSISTENTWITBOFF..SITE?)...

Capped Sump Lease Site Explain All NO Answers:

0Yes DNo DYes DNo

0yes DNo Dyes DNo

Clay and native soils elevated on surface. Recently capped sump
as of April 2003.

Dyes 0No Dyes DNo

VEGETATION ctuTERIA (CONSISTENT WITH OFF-SIT:tt?)
Capped Sump Lease Site Explain All NO Answers:

DYes 0No DYes DNo Recent well site, still comprised mostly of clay fill and original
site vegetation presently decaying and re-establishing growth.

Dyes 0No Dyes DNo

Comments:

Surrounding area consists of very little vegetation naturally.
Mostly wet moss, and exposed soil.

Arctic Pit Sampling / Sept 2003

Dyes 0No Dyes DNo

0yes DNo Dyes DNo

Dyes 0No Dyes DNo

Dyes 0No Dyes DNo

Dyes 0No Dyes DNo

Dyes 0No Dyes DNo

Dyes 0No Dyes DNo

Dyes 0No Dyes DNo
.. ... VEj

Capped Sump Lease Site-
D D
D D

D D

D D

D D

D 0

0 D



Newpark Environmental Services
General Area Schematic

Operator: Chevron
Well Name: Chevron Langley K-30

Bottom Hole:
Surface Hole:

Treatment Site:
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Chevron Langley K-30
Downloading of Temperature Information and Site Investigation

Overview:

On April 23, 2003, five auger holes were drilled in and around the buried sump area.
Each auger hole was designated area #1 to area #5. Area #1 was designated the control
area Gust off the north perimeter of the site), while area #2 through #5 are within the
buried sump boundaries. Core #1 was drilled to a depth of 7m. Core #2 - 6m, core #3 -
5.5m, core #4 - 4m, core #5 - 4.5m. In each of the 5 holes, temperature probes or
'Thermisters' were inserted and hooked up to a data logger which was set up to record
temperatures twice a day. On September 3 these recordings were downloaded and a site
investigation was conducted. The site was assessed for vegetation re-growth, contour,
stability, and erosion.

Results:

The drilling waste disposed in this particular sump had salinity levels indicative of
material that would freeze solid at an average temperature of -2 degrees Celsius. (See
Chevron Langley K-30 sampling report - April 14, 2003). Our results showed that the
permafrost temperature at 7m ranged from -4.5 to -4 degrees throughout the summer
months. The temperature recordings from area #2, #4, & #5 within the sump boundaries
all ranged from -3 to -5 degrees. These results would indicate that the material buried
within the boundaries of the sump has stayed in a frozen solid state over the summer
months.

Temperature recordings from Area #3 and from August 31 in Area #4 do not support the
theory that the material has stayed in a frozen state. Upon inspection of the data logger
prior to downloading the temperature data, it was noted that there was a loose wire on the
Area #3 thermister. We believe that this loose connection caused a malfunction in the
Area #3 temperature readings. Also noted at the time of downloading was a loose
connection for the thermister at Area #4. In the case for Area #4, there was a 7 degree
jump in temperature on August 31, 2003. A seven degree jump in ground temperature at
4 meters is not realistic. The thermisters at Area #3 and Area #4 were re-connected to the
data logger and the readings for these areas in question were omitted from the data
indicating the sump material remained in a frozen state. Once re-connected, the
thermisters appeared to be working properly.
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Table 1. Total Waste Analvtical Results from April 14. 2003

* Additional laboratory analysis was requested to determine the basis of the slightly
higher than expected hydrocarbon concentrations. A GC-MS analysis was run to identify
the make-up of the hydrocarbon. The GC-MS analysis positively identified this material
as a paraffinic (wax) substance. The organic material did not consist of spilled or
released refined hydrocarbon such as diesel, motor oil, etc., nor is it crude oil or
condensate hydrocarbon. The wax most likely originated from a formation encountered
during the drilling process. The wax material was not an additive or constituent of the
drilling mud formulation. The presence of this wax is not a risk to human health or the

Parameter Total Waste Surface
Composite Sample

Density (kg/m3) 1596
Total Sodium (mg/l) 2040
Total Sulphur (mg/l) 1810

Total Calcium (mg/l) 785

Reactive Chlorine (mg/l) <0.1

Chlorides (mg/l) 12500
Potassium (mg/l) 12100
pH 12.5
E.C. (dS/m) 48.5

Extractable Hydrocarbons (mg/kg) *1942 *1897

Volatile Hydrocarbons (mg/kg) 9.9 12.5

Cadmium (ug/g) 1.1

Chromium (ug/g) 24.2
Copper (ug/g) 35.4
Iron (ug/g) 15800
Lead (ug/g) 61.7
Nickel (ug/g) 19.2

Zinc (ug/g) 101.1

Microtox (EC50 @ 15min.) 49% (Fail)
Microtox Charcoal (EC50 @ >91% (Pass)
15min.)
96 Hour Trout Bioassay (LC 50) 100 (Pass)
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environment in terms of the disposal option. Attached is the laboratory report for the
GC-MS analysis that positively identified the material as paraffin (wax).

Table 2. PROPERTIES OF POTASSIUM CHLORIDE SOLUTIONS (KCn

Properties based on 20'C and 100%purity

Mud System

The following table summarizes the total mud additives used.

Product Unit Size (kg/I) # Units

%KCI Density KCI KCI IC cr Final Freezin

(kglm3) (kglm3) (mg/L) (mg/L) (mg/L) Volume g Point
Factor (° C)

1 1006 11.4 10050 5271 4779 1.004 0
2 1013 20.0 20220 10605 9615 1.008 -1
4 1026 39.9 40960 21482 19478 1.016 -2
6 1039 62.8 62210 32627 29583 1.024 -3
8 1052 82.8 84000 44056 39945 1.033 -4
10 1065 105.6 106300 55752 50548 1.043 -5
12 1079 128.4 129200 67762 61439 1.053 -6
14 1093 154.1 152700 80087 72613 1.064 -7
16 1106 176.9 176700 92674 84026 1.076 -8
18 1120 202.6 201300 105576 95724 1.088 -9
20 1135 225.4 226600 118845 107755 1.102 -10
22 1149 251.1 252400 132376 120024 1.115 -11
24 1160 279.6 279000 146327 132673 1.028 -12

Product Total

I : II

Product
Toal I

Unit
Units SizeUmts

Alcomer 110 RD 36 25 kg Potassium 8 22.7 kg
Nitrate

Alcomer 74 14 15 kg Lignite 2 22.7 kg
Alkapam A-II 03 11 25 kg Staflo 15 22.7 kg
Barite 3460 40 kg Q'Pac Reg 15 22.7 kg
Bicarbonate 5 22.7 kg Soda Ash 5 25 kg
Citric Acid 5 25 kg Sodium Sulphite 13 22.7 kg
Cellophane 10 11.4 kg TDL-34 15 20L
Potassium Chloride 1967 25 kg Sawdust 154 18kg
Kelzan XCD 46 25 kg Sapp 1 22.7 kg
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2 ] 25 kg [IKOH

Additional Analysis

The sump was sampled April 14, 2003. Between sampling and prior to the on-site freeze
down and burial, approximately 80m3 of additional drilling fluid was disposed into this
sump. This additional fluid was composed of 30m3 of KCL fluid and 50m3 from the
remaining fluid in the mud tanks. A sample of each was collected and sent to the lab for
analysis. Soluble salts, total extractable and volatile hydrocarbons, trace elements
(Metals), and physical parameters are summarized on the attached sampling report. In
addition, Chevron analysed for toxicity using microtox. Key characteristics of these 2
samples are summarized in Table #2.

Table2. Analytical Results

Parameter KCL Sample Final Mud in
Tanks Sample

Density (kg/m3) 1000 1430

Total Sodium (mg/l) 278 1130

Total Sulphur (mg/l) 297 311

Total Calcium (mg/l) 61 11

Chlorides (mg/l) 39100 6520
Potassium (mg/l) 40300 5660
pH 7.6 10.1
B.C. (dS/m) 84.9 21.2
Extractable Hydrocarbons (mg/kg) 4.2 22
Volatile Hydrocarbons (mg/kg) 0.25 0.1

Cadmium (ug/g) 0.011 3.8
Chromium (ug/g) <0.007 6.8
Copper (ug/g) <0.03 11.8
Iron (ug/g) <0.03 2905
Lead (ug/g) <0.03 51.3
Nickel (ug/g) <0.03 11.3
Zinc (ug/g) 0.04 17.4
Microtox (EC50 @ 15min.) 34% (Fail) 18% (Fail)
Microtox Charcoal (EC50 @ 27% (Fail) 48% (Fail)
15min.)
96 Hour Trout Bioassay (LC 50) 71% (Fail)
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On April 22, 2003, additional samples were collected post freeze down and burial. A
sample of the native soil and also a composite sample of the cored sump material were
collected during the setting of temperature probes. Each of these 2 samples were
analysed for; soluble salts, total extractable and volatile hydrocarbons, and trace elements
(Metals). A toxicity test was run on the composite of the cored material. Key
characteristics of these 2 samples are summarized in Table #3.

Table 3. Analytical Results for Pre and Post Mixed Soil

Parameter Native Soil Composite of
Sump Core

Density (kg/m3) 1200 1060
Total Sodium (mg/l) 352 1490

Total Sulphur (mg/l) 286 3100

Total Calcium (mg/l) 234 1640

Chlorides (mg/l) 640 1930
Potassium (mg/l) 22 172

pH 7.6 9.6
E.C. (dS/m) 2.87 19.3

Extractable Hydrocarbons (mg/kg) 483 469
Volatile Hydrocarbons (mg/kg) 0.1 1.4
Cadmium (ug/g) 10.9 4.5
Chromium (ug/g) 27.5 14.1

Copper (ug/g) 17.4 21.2
Iron (ug/g) 23900 17200

Lead (ug/g) 60 142

Nickel (ug/g) 35.7 25.4
Zinc (ug/g) 109 85.2
Microtox (EC50 @ 15min.) N/A 75% (Pass)
Microtox Charcoal (EC50 @ N/A N/A
15min.)
96 Hour Trout Bioassay (LC 50) 100% (Pass)
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Chevron Langley K-30

Sump Temperature Recordings
Ambient
Temp. Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Area 4 Area 5

Date / Time °C °C °C °C °C °C
23/04/2003 18:52 -6.435684 -5.027463 -4.227807 -3.121368 -6.38884 -6.153772

24/04/2003 2:52 -5.909896 -4.339704 -4.302417 -3.102513 -6.296966 -6.172167
24/04/2003 10:52 -4.552887 -4.358343 -4.339704 -3.102513 -6.205041 -6.116975
24/04/2003 18:52 0.334154 -4.376979 -4.358343 -3.102513 -6.094664 -6.024948

25/04/2003 2:52 -4.110996 -4.395613 -4.376979 -3.102513 -5.984211 -5.932868
25/04/2003 10:52 -5.787269 -4.395613 -4.414243 -3.102513 -5.855251 -5.859166
25/04/200318:52 0.387053 -4.414243 -4.470117 -3.102513 -5.744627 -5.766988

26/04/20032:52 0.939107 -4.43287 -4.544574 -3.102513 -5.61546 -5.711655
26/04/200310:52 -1.859789 -4.43287 -4.581786 -3.121368 -5.523129 -5.637846
26/04/200318:52 1.017478 -4.43287 -4.618986 -3.121368 -5.412252 -5.564

27/04/20032:52 -2.870597 -4.43287 -4.637582 -3.121368 -5.319787 -5.490117
27/04/200310:52 -4.405036 -4.43287 -4.674766 -3.121368 -5.24577 -5.43468
27/04/200318:52 0.334154 -4.43287 -4.711938 -3.14022 -5.153192 -5.37922

28/04/2003 2:52 -0.35886 -4.43287 -4.73052 -3.159068 -5.097613 -5.342236
28/04/2003 10:52 -6.685776 -4.43287 -4.749099 -3.159068 -5.042012 -5.28674
28/04/200318:52 0.334154 -4.43287 -4.749099 -3.159068 -5.004931 -5.249731
29/04/2003 2:52 -2.222059 -4.43287 -4.767675 -3.177913 -4.986387 -5.212712

29/04/2003 10:52 -3.848213 -4.43287 -4.767675 -3.177913 -4.96784 -5.175683
29/04/200318:52 0.729522 -4.43287 -4.767675 -3.196754 -4.96784 -5.175683

30/04/20032:52 -0.251586 -4.43287 -4.786249 -3.196754 -4.96784 -5.138643
30/04/200310:52 -1.721251 -4.43287 -4.786249 -3.196754 -4.94929 -5.138643
30/04/2003 18:52 -0.251586 -4.43287 -4.786249 -3.196754 -4.930737 -5.101593
01/05/20032:52 -2.418395 -4.43287 -4.786249 -3.196754 -4.930737 -5.101593

01/05/2003 10:52 -4.552887 -4.43287 -4.786249 -3.215591 -4.930737 -5.083065
01/05/2003 18:52 -3.673979 -4.43287 -4.80482 -3.215591 -4.912182 -5.064534
02/05/2003 2:52 -5.210239 -4.43287 -4.80482 -3.215591 -4.912182 -5.046

02/05/2003 10:52 -7.57523 -4.43287 -4.823389 -3.215591 -4.912182 -5.027463
02/05/2003 18:52 -1.555578 -4.43287 -4.841954 -3.215591 -4.893624 -5.027463
03/05/2003 2:52 -4.523272 -4.43287 -4.841954 -3.215591 -4.875064 -5.027463

03/05/2003 10:52 -5.971363 -4.414243 -4.879077 -3.215591 -4.856501 -5.008924
03/05/200318:52 -4.198978 -4.414243 -4.879077 -3.008181 -4.837934 -4.990383
04/05/2003 2:52 -6.62309 -4.414243 -4.879077 -3.008181 -4.837934 -4.990383

04/05/2003 10:52 -8.653744 -4.414243 -4.91619 -2.989304 -4.819366 -4.971838
04/05/200318:52 -6.125481 -4.395613 -4.91619 -2.989304 -4.819366 -4.971838
05/05/20032:52 -7.96348 -4.395613 -4.934742 -2.989304 -4.819366 -4.953291

05/05/2003 10:52 -15.45654 -4.395613 -4.953291 -2.970423 -4.78222 -4.953291
05/05/200318:52 -3.385246 -4.395613 -4.953291 -2.970423 -4.78222 -4.953291
06/05/2003 2:52 -4.612185 -4.395613 -4.953291 -2.970423 -4.763643 -4.934742

06/05/2003 10:52 -6.842975 -4.395613 -4.971838 -2.970423 -4.763643 -4.91619
06/05/2003 18:52 -4.790626 -4.395613 -4.971838 -2.970423 -4.745063 -4.91619
07/05/20032:52 -7.996033 -4.395613 -4.990383 -2.970423 -4.745063 -4.91619

07/05/2003 10:52 -8.521171 -4.376979 -4.990383 -2.743562 -4.72648 -4.897635
07/05/200318:52 -4.820446 -4.376979 -4.990383 -2.667821 -4.72648 -4.897635
08/05/20032:52 -6.498044 -4.376979 -4.971838 -2.648876 -4.707895 -4.879077
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08/05/200310:52 -12.60759 -4.376979 -4.91619 -2.667821 -4.707895 -4.879077
10/05/2003 2:52 -3.442829 -4.358343 -4.971838 -2.648876 -4.670716 -4.841954

10/05/2003 10:52 -8.720228 -4.358343 -4.971838 -2.610974 -4.670716 -4.841954
10/05/2003 18:52 -6.063756 -4.358343 -4.971838 -2.535125 -4.670716 -4.823389

11/05/20032:52 -4.523272 -4.339704 -4.971838 -2.497177 -4.670716 -4.823389
11/05/2003 10:52 -5.210239 -4.339704 -4.990383 -2.497177 -4.670716 -4.80482
11/05/2003 18:52 -3.241643 -4.339704 -5.008924 -2.478197 -4.652122 -4.80482

12/05/2003 2:52 -5.909896 -4.339704 -5.027463 -2.421233 -4.652122 -4.80482
12/05/2003 10:52 -7.543072 -4.339704 -4.990383 -2.459213 -4.633525 -4.80482
12/05/2003 18:52 -3.819121 -4.321062 -4.990383 -2.497177 -4.633525 -4.786249

13/05/2003 2:52 -5.452117 -4.321062 -4.990383 -2.516153 -4.633525 -4.786249
13/05/200310:52 -7.801176 -4.321062 -4.990383 -2.535125 -4.633525 -4.767675
13/05/2003 18:52 -4.731054 -4.321062 -4.990383 -2.497177 -4.633525 -4.767675

14/05/2003 2:52 -5.848531 -4.321062 -4.990383 -2.497177 -4.614926 -4.767675
14/05/2003 10:52 -9.021064 -4.321062 -4.990383 -2.421233 -4.614926 -4.767675
14/05/2003 18:52 -5.482461 -4.321062 -5.008924 -2.440225 -4.614926 -4.749099

15/05/20032:52 -7.095947 -4.321062 -5.027463 -2.459213 -4.596323 -4.749099
15/05/200310:52 -9.528647 -4.302417 -5.027463 -1.906912 -4.596323 -4.749099
15/05/200318:52 -5.421797 -4.302417 -5.027463 -1.792203 -4.596323 -4.73052

16/05/20032:52 -7.159474 -4.302417 -5.027463 -1.792203 -4.596323 -4.73052
16/05/2003 10:52 -7.286873 -4.302417 -5.027463 -1.73479 -4.596323 -4.73052
16/05/200318:52 -1.445471 -4.283769 -5.027463 -1.312543 -4.577718 -4.73052

17/05/20032:52 -2.474657 -4.283769 -5.027463 -1.158451 -4.577718 -4.73052
17/05/200310:52 -9.054659 -4.283769 -5.027463 -0.830001 -4.577718 -4.73052
17/05/200318:52 2.712571 -4.283769 -5.027463 -0.791268 -4.577718 -4.73052

18/05/20032:52 -1.308219 -4.283769 -5.027463 -0.713742 -4.577718 -4.73052
18/05/2003 10:52 -5.150011 -4.283769 -5.027463 -0.694349 -4.55911 -4.73052
18/05/2003 18:52 3.98789 -4.283769 -5.008924 -0.694349 -4.55911 -4.73052

19/05/2003 2:52 2.179018 -4.283769 -5.008924 -0.694349 -4.55911 -4.693353
19/05/2003 10:52 -0.926119 -4.283769 -5.008924 -0.694349 -4.55911 -4.693353
19/05/2003 18:52 5.042674 -4.265118 -4.990383 -0.694349 -4.55911 -4.693353
20/05/2003 2:52 0.991368 -4.265118 -4.990383 -0.694349 -4.55911 -4.693353

20/05/200310:52 -1.280819 -4.265118 -4.990383 -0.694349 -4.540499 -4.693353
20/05/2003 18:52 3.913629 -4.265118 -4.990383 -0.655546 -4.540499 -4.693353

21/05/2003 2:52 1.691719 -4.246464 -4.990383 -0.655546 -4.540499 -4.693353
21/05/200310:52 0.36061 -4.246464 -4.990383 -0.733131 -4.521885 -4.674766
21/05/200318:52 2.204543 -4.246464 -4.990383 -0.713742 -4.521885 -4.674766

22/05/20032:52 0.413481 -4.246464 -4.990383 -0.67495 -4.521885 -4.674766
22/05/2003 10:52 -1.308219 -4.246464 -4.990383 -0.694349 -4.521885 -4.674766
22/05/200318:52 0.703262 -4.246464 -4.990383 -0.694349 -4.521885 -4.674766

23/05/20032:52 -0.817533 -4.246464 -4.971838 -0.694349 -4.521885 -4.674766
23/05/2003 10:52 -3.90646 -4.246464 -4.971838 -0.655546 -4.521885 -4.656175
23/05/200318:52 -1.859789 -4.246464 -4.971838 -0.67495 -4.521885 -4.656175

24/05/2003 2:52 -3.212982 -4.246464 -4.971838 -0.694349 -4.503268 -4.656175
26/05/2003 10:52 -4.969896 -4.227807 -4.953291 -0.616724 -4.484648 -4.656175
26/05/200318:52 0.36061 -4.209147 -4.934742 -0.597306 -4.466025 -4.656175

27/05/20032:52 2.306525 -4.209147 -4.934742 -0.597306 -4.466025 -4.637582
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27/05/200310:52 1.329759 -4.209147 -4.934742 -0.597306 -4.466025 -4.637582
27/05/200318:52 5.527465 -4.209147 -4.91619 -0.597306 -4.466025 -4.637582

28/05/20032:52 6.008819 -4.209147 -4.91619 -0.539019 -4.4474 -4.637582
28/05/200310:52 2.661977 -4.209147 -4.91619 -0.363886 -4.4474 -4.637582
28/05/200318:52 4.627766 -4.209147 -4.91619 -0.266409 -4.4474 -4.637582

29/05/20032:52 1.588558 -4.209147 -4.91619 -0.266409 -4.4474 -4.637582
29/05/200310:52 -1.11E-02 -4.209147 -4.91619 -0.246898 -4.4474 -4.637582
29/05/200318:52 3.963147 -4.209147 -4.897635 -0.246898 -4.4474 -4.637582

30/05/20032:52 0.834424 -4.209147 -4.897635 -0.227382 -4.428771 -4.637582
30/05/2003 10:52 0.12198 -4.190484 -4.897635 -0.207861 -4.428771 -4.637582
30/05/2003 18:52 1.794679 -4.190484 -4.897635 -0.207861 -4.428771 -4.637582

31/05/20032:52 0.387053 -4.190484 -4.897635 -0.207861 -4.428771 -4.618986
31/05/200310:52 -1.804321 -4.190484 -4.879077 -0.188334 -4.428771 -4.618986
31/05/200318:52 2.939681 -4.190484 -4.879077 -0.168802 -4.41014 -4.618986

01/06/2003 2:52 2.939681 -4.190484 -4.879077 -0.129722 -4.41014 -4.618986
01/06/200310:52 1.536901 -4.190484 -4.879077 -0.129722 -4.41014 -4.618986
01/06/200318:52 7.551499 -4.190484 -4.879077 -0.129722 -4.41014 -4.618986

02/06/2003 2:52 6.629721 -4.190484 -4.879077 -0.110174 -4.41014 -4.618986
02/06/2003 10:52 1.55E-02 -4.190484 -4.879077 -0.110174 -4.41014 -4.618986
02/06/2003 18:52 2.382886 -4.171818 -4.879077 -0.129722 -4.391505 -4.618986

03/06/2003 2:52 1.846084 -4.171818 -4.879077 -0.129722 -4.391505 -4.618986
03/06/2003 10:52 0.834424 -4.171818 -4.879077 -0.129722 -4.391505 -4.618986
03/06/2003 18:52 6.843428 -4.171818 -4.879077 -0.129722 -4.391505 -4.618986

04/06/20032:52 5.261267 -4.171818 -4.879077 -0.149264 -4.391505 -4.618986
04/06/2003 10:52 1.225877 -4.171818 -4.860517 -0.168802 -4.372868 -4.618986
04/06/2003 18:52 6.367682 -4.171818 -4.860517 -0.168802 -4.372868 -4.618986

05/06/20032:52 6.724777 -4.171818 -4.860517 -0.168802 -4.372868 -4.618986
05/06/200310:52 2.357444 -4.171818 -4.860517 -0.168802 -4.372868 -4.618986
05/06/2003 18:52 3.090584 -4.171818 -4.860517 -0.168802 -4.372868 -4.600387

06/06/20032:52 1.069657 -4.171818 -4.841954 -0.168802 -4.372868 -4.600387
06/06/2003 10:52 -0.763335 -4.171818 -4.841954 -0.168802 -4.372868 -4.600387
06/06/200318:52 2.05121 -4.171818 -4.841954 -0.168802 -4.372868 -4.600387

07/06/20032:52 0.991368 -4.171818 -4.841954 -0.129722 -4.354227 -4.600387
07/06/200310:52 0.12198 -4.171818 -4.841954 -9.06E-02 -4.354227 -4.600387
07/06/200318:52 8.694901 -4.153149 -4.841954 -3.19E-02 -4.354227 -4.600387

08/06/20032:52 3.814472 -4.153149 -4.841954 2.68E-02 -4.335584 -4.600387
08/06/200310:52 0.598083 -4.153149 -4.841954 0.105208 -4.335584 -4.581786
08/06/200318:52 8.509264 -4.153149 -4.841954 0.183691 -4.335584 -4.581786

09/06/2003 2:52 6.43924 -4.153149 -4.841954 0.242611 -4.335584 -4.581786
09/06/200310:52 3.165886 -4.153149 -4.841954 0.301581 -4.335584 -4.581786
09/06/200318:52 7.786121 -4.153149 -4.841954 0.360602 -4.335584 -4.581786

10/06/20032:52 1.794679 -4.153149 -4.841954 0.399977 -4.316937 -4.581786
10/06/200310:52 -0.439475 -4.153149 -4.841954 0.459082 -4.316937 -4.581786
10/06/200318:52 3.516012 -4.153149 -4.841954 0.498513 -4.316937 -4.581786

11/06/20032:52 1.355697 -4.153149 -4.841954 0.537968 -4.316937 -4.581786
11/06/200310:52 -1.226069 -4.153149 -4.823389 0.577445 -4.316937 -4.581786
11/06/200318:52 1.691719 -4.153149 -4.823389 0.616945 -4.298287 -4.581786
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12/06/20032:52 0.492681 -4.153149 -4.823389

12/06/2003 10:52 -2.138189 -4.134476 -4.823389
12/06/2003 18:52 1.069657 -4.134476 -4.823389

13/06/20032:52 0.782 -4.134476 -4.823389
13/06/2003 10:52 -1.693595 -4.134476 -4.823389
13/06/2003 18:52 1.485193 -4.134476 -4.823389

14/06/20032:52 0.755768 -4.134476 -4.823389
14/06/200310:52 0.042175 -4.134476 -4.823389
14/06/2003 18:52 6.79599 -4.134476 -4.80482

15/06/20032:52 6.080737 -4.134476 -4.80482
15/06/200310:52 3.366215 -4.134476 -4.80482
15/06/2003 18:52 6.605937 -4.134476 -4.80482

16/06/20032:52 4.505221 -4.134476 -4.80482
16/06/2003 10:52 1.277844 -4.134476 -4.80482
16/06/2003 18:52 5.864764 -4.134476 -4.80482

17/06/20032:52 5.212753 -4.134476 -4.80482
17/06/200310:52 2.484537 -4.134476 -4.80482
17/06/2003 18:52 5.672225 -4.134476 -4.80482

18/06/20032:52 1.846084 -4.134476 -4.80482
18/06/200310:52 0.624399 -4.134476 -4.80482
18/06/200318:52 6.677264 -4.134476 -4.80482

19/06/2003 2:52 4.750076 -4.134476 -4.80482
19/06/200310:52 0.991368 -4.134476 -4.80482
19/06/2003 18:52 3.291173 -4.134476 -4.80482
20/06/20032:52 2.000002 -4.134476 -4.80482

20/06/200310:52 0.991368 -4.134476 -4.786249
20/06/200318:52 7.080172 -4.134476 -4.786249

21/06/20032:52 8.066783 -4.134476 -4.786249
21/06/200310:52 5.309745 -4.134476 -4.786249
21/06/200318:52 13.98739 -4.134476 -4.786249

22/06/20032:52 7.92657 -4.134476 -4.786249
22/06/2003 10:52 6.43924 -4.134476 -4.786249
22/06/200318:52 9.594514 -4.134476 -4.786249

23/06/20032:52 8.113468 -4.134476 -4.786249
23/06/200310:52 2.788376 -4.134476 -4.786249
23/06/2003 18:52 4.774509 -4.134476 -4.786249

24/06/2003 2:52 4.284037 -4.134476 -4.767675
24/06/200310:52 2.204543 -4.134476 -4.767675
24/06/200318:52 9.778008 -4.134476 -4.767675

25/06/20032:52 9.732165 -4.134476 -4.767675
25/06/2003 10:52 8.439549 -4.134476 -4.767675
25/06/200318:52 16.85356 -4.134476 -4.767675

26/06/2003 2:52 13.60984 -4.134476 -4.767675
26/06/2003 10:52 8.949522 -4.134476 -4.767675
26/06/2003 18:52 17.07293 -4.134476 -4.767675

27/06/2003 2:52 12.62865 -4.134476 -4.767675
27/06/200310:52 8.160128 -4.134476 -4.767675

Area 3 Area 4 Area 5
°C °C °C

0.636704 -4.298287 -4.581786
0.656469 -4.298287 -4.563181
0.696015 -4.298287 -4.563181
0.715798 -4.298287 -4.563181
0.735585 -4.298287 -4.563181
0.775179 -4.279635 -4.563181
0.794984 -4.279635 -4.544574
0.814796 -4.279635 -4.544574
0.854436 -4.279635 -4.544574
0.874265 -4.279635 -4.544574
0.913942 -4.279635 -4.544574
0.933789 -4.26098 -4.544574
0.973501 -4.26098 -4.544574
0.993366 -4.26098 -4.544574
1.033114 -4.26098 -4.544574
1.072886 -4.26098 -4.544574
1.092781 -4.26098 -4.525964
1.112682 -4.26098 -4.525964
1.152503 -4.242321 -4.525964
1.172423 -4.242321 -4.525964
1.212281 -4.242321 -4.525964
1.252163 -4.242321 -4.525964

1.29207 -4.242321 -4.507351
1.312033 -4.223659 -4.507351
1.351978 -4.223659 -4.507351
1.371959 -4.223659 -4.507351
1.411941 -4.223659 -4.507351
1.451948 -4.223659 -4.507351
1.491981 -4.223659 -4.507351
1.552077 -4.223659 -4.507351
1.592173 -4.223659 -4.507351
1.632295 -4.223659 -4.488735
1.692526 -4.223659 -4.488735
1.752816 -4.223659 -4.488735
1.793041 -4.223659 -4.488735
1.833293 -4.223659 -4.488735

1.89372 -4.223659 -4.488735
1.934037 -4.223659 -4.488735
1.994564 -4.204995 -4.470117
2.05515 -4.186327 -4.470117

2.095575 -4.186327 -4.470117
2.156263 -4.186327 -4.470117
2.196755 -4.186327 -4.470117
2.237275 -4.186327 -4.470117
2.298106 -4.186327 -4.470117
2.338694 -4.186327 -4.470117
2.358999 -4.167656 -4.451495



Date / Time
27/06/2003 18:52
28/06/2003 2:52

28/06/2003 10:52
28/06/2003 18:52

29/06/2003 2:52
29/06/200310:52
29/06/2003 18:52

30/06/2003 2:52
30/06/2003 10:52
30/06/2003 18:52
01/07/20032:52

01/07/200310:52
01/07/200318:52
02/07/20032:52

02/07/200310:52
02/07/200318:52
03/07/20032:52

03/07/200310:52
03/07/200318:52

04/07/20032:52
04/07/200310:52
04/07/200318:52
05/07/20032:52

05/07/200310:52
05/07/200318:52

06/07/2003 2:52
06/07/200310:52
06/07/200318:52
07/07/20032:52

07/07/200310:52
07/07/2003 18:52
08/07/20032:52

08/07/200310:52
08/07/200318:52

09/07/20032:52
09/07/200310:52
09/07/200318:52

10/07/20032:52
10/07/2003 10:52
10/07/200318:52
11/07/20032:52

11/07/200310:52
11/07/200318:52
12/07/20032:52

12/07/2003 10:52
12/07/200318:52

13/07/20032:52

:t~:~~
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Sump Temperature Recordings
Ambient
Temp. Area 1 Area 2
°C °C °C
16.3925 -4.115801 -4.767675

14.71814 -4.115801 -4.767675
9.387672 -4.115801 -4.767675
18.60635 -4.115801 -4.767675
17.55521 -4.115801 -4.749099
12.31512 -4.115801 -4.749099
20.92749 -4.097123 -4.749099
20.00728 -4.097123 -4.749099
15.00532 -4.097123 -4.749099
22.86176 -4.097123 -4.749099
22.02517 -4.097123 -4.749099
14.03175 -4.097123 -4.749099
23.54621 -4.097123 -4.749099

23.5241 -4.097123 -4.749099
18.5188 -4.097123 -4.749099

22.90586 -4.097123 -4.749099
20.92749 -4.097123 -4.749099
17.16065 -4.097123 -4.73052
14.47485 -4.097123 -4.73052
8.486032 -4.097123 -4.73052
7.903179 -4.097123 -4.73052
12.09073 -4.097123 -4.73052
15.66673 -4.097123 -4.73052
13.63207 -4.097123 -4.73052
23.70104 -4.097123 -4.73052
23.23686 -4.097123 -4.73052
14.98324 -4.097123 -4.73052
16.41446 -4.097123 -4.73052
14.82864 -4.097123 -4.73052
11.21189 -4.097123 -4.73052
7.903179 -4.097123 -4.73052
7.29262 -4.097123 -4.73052

7.103806 -4.097123 -4.73052
11.73092 -4.097123 -4.73052
7.856376 -4.097123 -4.73052
7.080172 -4.097123 -4.73052

10.3037 -4.097123 -4.73052
8.34651 -4.097123 -4.73052

6.701025 -4.097123 -4.73052
12.71811 -4.097123 -4.73052
13.20918 -4.097123 -4.73052
9.755089 -4.097123 -4.73052
11.97839 -4.097123 -4.73052

12.5839 -4.097123 -4.73052
10.5542 -4.097123 -4.73052

17.88382 -4.078441 -4.73052
10.02976 -4.078441 -4.73052

Area 3 Area 4 Area 5
°C °C °C

2.399629 -4.167656 -4.451495
2.440287 -4.167656 -4.451495
2.460626 -4.167656 -4.451495
2.501326 -4.167656 -4.451495
2.521687 -4.167656 -4.451495
2.542054 -4.148982 -4.43287
2.542054 -4.148982 -4.43287
2.562429 -4.148982 -4.43287
2.582811 -4.148982 -4.43287
2.582811 -4.148982 -4.43287

2.6032 -4.148982 -4.43287
2.6032 -4.148982 -4.43287
2.6032 -4.148982 -4.43287

2.623595 -4.148982 -4.43287
2.623595 -4.130305 -4.43287
2.643999 -4.130305 -4.43287
2.643999 -4.130305 -4.414243
2.664409 -4.130305 -4.414243
2.664409 -4.130305 -4.414243
2.664409 -4.130305 -4.395613
2.684826 -4.111625 -4.395613
2.705251 -4.111625 -4.395613
2.705251 -4.111625 -4.395613
2.705251 -4.111625 -4.395613
2.725682 -4.111625 -4.395613
2.746121 -4.111625 -4.395613
2.746121 -4.111625 -4.395613
2.766567 -4.111625 -4.376979
2.766567 -4.111625 -4.376979
2.787021 -4.092941 -4.376979
2.787021 -4.092941 -4.376979
2.787021 -4.092941 -4.376979
2.827949 -4.092941 -4.358343
2.827949 -4.092941 -4.358343
2.848424 -4.092941 -4.358343
2.848424 -4.092941 -4.358343
2.868907 -4.092941 -4.358343
2.868907 -4.074255 -4.358343
2.868907 -4.074255 -4.358343
2.889396 -4.074255 -4.358343
2.889396 -4.074255 -4.339704
2.889396 -4.074255 -4.339704
2.909893 -4.074255 -4.339704
2.930398 -4.074255 -4.339704
2.930398 -4.074255 -4.339704
2.950909 -4.074255 -4.339704
2.950909 -4.074255 -4.321062



Date / Time
13/07/2003 10:52
13/07/2003 18:52
14/07/20032:52

14/07/200310:52
14/07/200318:52
15/07/2003 2:52

15/07/2003 10:52
15/07/2003 18:52

16/07/20032:52
16/07/2003 10:52
16/07/200318:52
17/07/20032:52

17/07/2003 10:52
17/07/2003 18:52
18/07/2003 2:52

18/07/200310:52
18/07/2003 18:52

19/07/20032:52
19/07/200310:52
19/07/200318:52
20/07/20032:52

20/07/2003 10:52
20/07/200318:52
21/07/20032:52

21/07/200310:52
21/07/200318:52

22/07/20032:52
22/07/200310:52
22/07/200318:52

23/07/20032:52
23/07/200310:52
23/07/2003 18:52
24/07/20032:52

24/07/200310:52
24/07/200318:52

25/07/20032:52
25/07/2003 10:52
25/07/200318:52
26/07/20032:52

26/07/200310:52
26/07/200318:52
27/07/20032:52

27/07/200310:52
27/07/200318:52
28/07/20032:52

28/07/200310:52
28/07/200318:52

,t..,!~l,~:r
.I...

NEWPARK

Sump Temperature Recordings
Ambient
Temp. Area 1 Area 2
°C °C °C
5.45497 -4.097123 -4.73052

10.09832 -4.097123 -4.73052
8.995741 -4.078441 -4.73052
8.416299 -4.078441 -4.711938
13.58761 -4.078441 -4.693353
8.393043 -4.078441 -4.693353
6.605937 -4.078441 -4.693353
10.66787 -4.078441 -4.693353
7.221869 -4.078441 -4.693353
4.676718 -4.078441 -4.693353
7.832964 -4.078441 -4.693353
7.668895 -4.078441 -4.693353
5.358188 -4.097123 -4.693353

7.29262 -4.078441 -4.693353
7.762689 -4.078441 -4.693353
5.527465 -4.078441 -4.693353
12.98616 -4.078441 -4.693353
13.38737 -4.078441 -4.693353
11.09876 -4.078441 -4.693353
12.2254 -4.078441 -4.693353

11.18927 -4.078441 -4.693353
10.3037 -4.078441 -4.693353

21.78341 -4.078441 -4.693353
19.91969 -4.078441 -4.693353
13.7654 -4.078441 -4.693353

25.68067 -4.078441 -4.674766
23.45778 -4.078441 -4.674766
14.36417 -4.078441 -4.674766
15.97484 -4.078441 -4.674766
16.30461 -4.078441 -4.674766
10.96287 -4.078441 -4.674766
11.4604 -4.078441 -4.674766

15.31419 -4.078441 -4.674766
13.52089 -4.078441 -4.674766
20.97135 -4.078441 -4.674766
20.11677 -4.078441 -4.674766
16.04082 -4.078441 -4.674766
10.39486 -4.078441 -4.674766
10.5087 -4.078441 -4.656175

9.984035 -4.078441 -4.656175
5.888793 -4.078441 -4.656175
7.433932 -4.078441 -4.656175
8.04343 -4.078441 -4.656175

8.020071 -4.078441 -4.656175
6.653496 -4.078441 -4.656175
6.582147 -4.078441 -4.656175
6.605937 -4.078441 -4.656175

Area 3 Area 4 Area 5
°c °C °C

2.950909 -4.074255 -4.321062
2.971428 -4.055565 -4.321062
2.971428 -4.055565 -4.321062
2.971428 -4.055565 -4.321062
2.971428 -4.055565 -4.321062
2.930398 -4.055565 -4.321062
2.950909 -4.055565 -4.302417
2.950909 -4.036873 -4.302417
2.971428 -4.036873 -4.302417
2.971428 -4.036873 -4.302417
2.991955 -4.036873 -4.302417
2.991955 -4.036873 -4.302417
2.991955 -4.036873 -4.283769
3.012489 -4.036873 -4.283769

3.03303 -4.036873 -4.283769
3.03303 -4.036873 -4.283769
3.03303 -4.036873 -4.283769
3.03303 -4.018177 -4.283769

3.053579 -4.018177 -4.283769
3.074135 -4.018177 -4.283769
3.074135 -4.018177 -4.283769
3.074135 -4.018177 -4.283769
3.094698 -4.018177 -4.283769
3.094698 -4.018177 -4.265118
3.115269 -3.999478 -4.265118
3.115269 -3.999478 -4.265118
3.135848 -3.999478 -4.265118
3.135848 -3.999478 -4.246464
3.135848 -3.999478 -4.246464
3.135848 -3.999478 -4.246464
3.156434 -3.999478 -4.246464
3.156434 -3.999478 -4.246464
3.177027 -3.980776 -4.246464
3.177027 -3.980776 -4.246464
3.177027 -3.980776 -4.246464
3.177027 -3.980776 -4.227807
3.197628 -3.980776 -4.227807
3.197628 -3.980776 -4.227807
3.197628 -3.980776 -4.227807
3.218236 -3.96207 -4.227807
3.238853 -3.96207 -4.209147
3.238853 -3.96207 -4.209147
3.238853 -3.96207 -4.209147
3.259476 -3.96207 -4.209147
3.259476 -3.96207 -4.209147
3.280107 -3.96207 -4.190484
3.280107 -3.96207 -4.190484



,'" ,i~l,~:r
Jl

NEWPARK

Sump Temperature Recordings
Ambient

Temp. Area 1 Area 2 Area 3 Area 4 Area 5
Date / Time °C °C °C °C °C °C

29/07/20032:52 6.843428 -4.078441 -4.637582 3.280107 -3.943362 -4.190484
29/07/200310:52 8.113468 -4.078441 -4.637582 3.300746 -3.943362 -4.190484
29/07/2003 18:52 16.85356 -4.078441 -4.637582 3.300746 -3.943362 -4.190484

30/07/20032:52 11.50552 -4.078441 -4.637582 3.300746 -3.943362 -4.190484
30/07/200310:52 4.993999 -4.078441 -4.637582 3.321393 -3.943362 -4.171818
30/07/200318:52 6.938214 -4.078441 -4.637582 3.321393 -3.943362 -4.171818

31/07/20032:52 5.042674 -4.078441 -4.637582 3.342047 -3.92465 -4.171818
31/07/200310:52 4.725633 -4.078441 -4.637582 3.342047 -3.92465 -4.171818
31/07/200318:52 9.157323 -4.078441 -4.637582 3.342047 -3.92465 -4.171818

01/08/20032:52 8.462794 -4.078441 -4.637582 3.342047 -3.92465 -4.171818
01/08/200310:52 5.74449 -4.078441 -4.637582 3.342047 -3.92465 -4.171818
01/08/200318:52 8.34651 -4.078441 -4.637582 3.362709 -3.92465 -4.171818

02/08/20032:52 9.018841 -4.078441 -4.637582 3.362709 -3.92465 -4.171818
02/08/2003 10:52 6.605937 -4.078441 -4.637582 3.362709 -3.92465 -4.153149
02/08/2003 18:52 13.45414 -4.078441 -4.637582 3.383378 -3.92465 -4.153149

03/08/2003 2:52 13.38737 -4.078441 -4.637582 3.404055 -3.92465 -4.153149
03/08/2003 10:52 8.253369 -4.078441 -4.637582 3.404055 -3.92465 -4.153149
03/08/2003 18:52 9.594514 -4.078441 -4.637582 3.404055 -3.905935 -4.153149

04/08/20032:52 7.127433 -4.078441 -4.637582 3.404055 -3.905935 -4.153149
04/08/2003 10:52 5.672225 -4.078441 -4.637582 3.404055 -3.905935 -4.134476
04/08/2003 18:52 8.393043 -4.078441 -4.637582 3.42474 -3.887216 -4.134476

05/08/20032:52 11.25711 -4.078441 -4.637582 3.42474 -3.887216 -4.134476
05/08/2003 10:52 9.594514 -4.078441 -4.637582 3.42474 -3.887216 -4.134476
05/08/2003 18:52 3.165886 -4.078441 -4.637582 3.42474 -3.887216 -4.134476

06/08/2003 2:52 3.165886 -4.078441 -4.637582 3.42474 -3.887216 -4.134476
06/08/2003 10:52 4.136142 -4.078441 -4.637582 3.445432 -3.887216 -4.134476
06/08/200318:52 9.433676 -4.078441 -4.637582 3.445432 -3.887216 -4.134476

07/08/20032:52 10.2581 -4.078441 -4.637582 3.445432 -3.868495 -4.134476
07/08/2003 10:52 8.486032 -4.078441 -4.618986 3.466132 -3.868495 -4.134476
07/08/200318:52 3.963147 -4.078441 -4.618986 3.466132 -3.868495 -4.134476

08/08/2003 2:52 1.691719 -4.078441 -4.618986 3.466132 -3.868495 -4.134476
08/08/2003 10:52 0.413481 -4.078441 -4.618986 3.48684 -3.868495 -4.134476
08/08/2003 18:52 2.586 -4.078441 -4.618986 3.48684 -3.868495 -4.134476

09/08/20032:52 7.903179 -4.078441 -4.618986 3.48684 -3.84977 -4.134476
09/08/2003 10:52 8.602131 -4.078441 -4.618986 3.507556 -3.84977 -4.097123
09/08/2003 18:52 14.98324 -4.078441 -4.618986 3.507556 -3.84977 -4.097123

10/08/2003 2:52 10.02976 -4.078441 -4.618986 3.52828 -3.84977 -4.097123
10/08/200310:52 7.221869 -4.078441 -4.618986 3.52828 -3.84977 -4.097123
10/08/2003 18:52 11.21189 -4.078441 -4.618986 3.52828 -3.84977 -4.097123

11/08/20032:52 12.0458 -4.078441 -4.618986 3.549011 -3.84977 -4.097123
11/08/2003 10:52 4.333256 -4.078441 -4.618986 3.549011 -3.831042 -4.097123
11/08/2003 18:52 2.661977 -4.078441 -4.618986 3.549011 -3.831042 -4.078441

12/08/2003 2:52 1.846084 -4.078441 -4.618986 3.549011 -3.831042 -4.078441
12/08/200310:52 1.121783 -4.078441 -4.618986 3.56975 -3.831042 -4.078441
12/08/2003 18:52 5.503309 -4.078441 -4.618986 3.56975 -3.831042 -4.078441

13/08/2003 2:52 5.840725 -4.078441 -4.618986 3.56975 -3.831042 -4.078441
13/08/2003 10:52 3.41619 -4.078441 -4.618986 3.56975 -3.812311 -4.078441



Date / Time
13/08/2003 18:52

14/08/20032:52
14/08/2003 10:52
14/08/2003 18:52

15/08/20032:52
15/08/2003 10:52
15/08/2003 18:52

16/08/20032:52
16/08/2003 10:52
16/08/2003 18:52

17/08/20032:52
17/08/2003 10:52
17/08/2003 18:52

18/08/2003 2:52
18/08/2003 10:52
18/08/2003 18:52

19/08/2003 2:52
19/08/2003 10:52
19/08/2003 18:52
20/08/2003 2:52

20/08/2003 10:52
20/08/2003 18:52

21/08/20032:52
21/08/2003 10:52
21/08/2003 18:52

22/08/2003 2:52
22/08/2003 10:52
22/08/2003 18:52

23/08/20032:52
23/08/2003 10:52
23/08/2003 18:52

24/08/20032:52
24/08/2003 10:52
24/08/2003 18:52

25/08/2003 2:52
25/08/2003 10:52
25/08/2003 18:52

26/08/20032:52
26/08/2003 10:52
26/08/2003 18:52

27/08/20032:52
27/08/200310:52
27/08/200318:52

28/08/20032:52
28/08/2003 10:52
28/08/2003 18:52

29/08/20032:52

, ,''''",ti...t""
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NEWPARK

Sump Temperature Recordings
Am bient

Temp. Area 1 Area 2
°C °C °C

3.913629 -4.078441 -4.618986
5.382397 -4.078441 -4.618986
6.176513 -4.078441 -4.618986
9.318626 -4.078441 -4.600387
8.857016 -4.078441 -4.600387
7.410398 -4.059757 -4.600387
12.06827 -4.059757 -4.600387
11.37009 -4.078441 -4.600387
9.755089 -4.078441 -4.600387
14.85073 -4.059757 -4.600387
10.48594 -4.078441 -4.600387
6.104693 -4.078441 -4.600387

6.0328 -4.078441 -4.600387
5.888793 -4.078441 -4.600387
6.415395 -4.078441 -4.600387
8.276664 -4.078441 -4.600387
6.391542 -4.059757 -4.600387
3.391208 -4.078441 -4.600387
5.358188 -4.078441 -4.600387
2.914491 -4.078441 -4.600387

2.73785 -4.078441 -4.581786
6.558348 -4.059757 -4.581786
6.582147 -4.059757 -4.581786
5.912815 -4.078441 -4.581786
8.671717 -4.078441 -4.581786
9.364662 -4.059757 -4.581786
6.724777 -4.059757 -4.581786
7.715806 -4.059757 -4.581786
4.578777 -4.059757 -4.581786
3.938393 -4.059757 -4.581786

9.24953 -4.059757 -4.581786
9.410677 -4.059757 -4.581786
7.832964 -4.059757 -4.581786
13.56537 -4.059757 -4.581786
5.115619 -4.059757 -4.581786
3.241091 -4.059757 -4.581786
5.864764 -4.059757 -4.581786
7.786121 -4.059757 -4.581786
6.104693 -4.059757 -4.581786

8.55571 -4.059757 -4.581786
7.433932 -4.059757 -4.581786
6.486907 -4.059757 -4.581786
6.391542 -4.059757 -4.581786
4.505221 -4.059757 -4.581786
3.864071 -4.059757 -4.581786
6.296053 -4.059757 -4.563181
5.212753 -4.059757 -4.563181

Area 3 Area 4 Area 5
°C °C °C
3.56975 -3.812311 -4.059757

3.590497 -3.812311 -4.059757
3.590497 -3.812311 -4.059757
3.590497 -3.812311 -4.059757
3.611251 -3.812311 -4.059757
3.611251 -3.812311 -4.059757
3.611251 -3.793576 -4.059757
3.632014 -3.793576 -4.059757
3.632014 -3.793576 -4.041069
3.632014 -3.793576 -4.041069
3.632014 -3.793576 -4.041069
3.632014 -3.793576 -4.041069
3.652784 -3.793576 -4.041069
3.652784 -3.793576 -4.022378
3.673563 -3.774838 -4.022378
3.673563 -3.774838 -4.022378
3.694349 -3.774838 -4.022378
3.694349 -3.774838 -4.022378
3.694349 -3.774838 -4.022378
3.694349 -3.774838 -4.022378
3.715143 -3.774838 -4.003685
3.715143 -3.774838 -4.003685
3.735945 -3.774838 -4.003685
3.735945 -3.774838 -4.003685
3.735945 -3.774838 -4.003685
3.756755 -3.756097 -4.003685
3.756755 -3.756097 -3.984987
3.756755 -3.756097 -3.984987
3.777573 -3.756097 -3.984987
3.777573 -3.756097 -3.984987
3.777573 -3.737353 -3.984987
3.798398 -3.737353 -3.984987
3.798398 -3.737353 -3.984987
3.798398 -3.737353 -3.984987
3.652784 -3.418182 -3.984987
3.715143 -3.474578 -3.984987
3.694349 -3.399376 -3.984987
3.632014 -3.286468 -3.966287
3.611251 -3.211125 -3.966287
3.632014 -3.229966 -3.966287
3.715143 -3.399376 -3.966287
3.756755 -3.455783 -3.947584
3.777573 -3.455783 -3.947584
3.756755 -3.436984 -3.947584
3.673563 -3.286468 -3.947584
3.673563 -3.248804 -3.947584
3.673563 -3.248804 -3.947584



Date / Time
29/08/2003 10:52
29/08/2003 18:52

30/08/2003 2:52
30/08/2003 10:52
30/08/2003 18:52
31/08/20032:52

31/08/200310:52
31/08/2003 18:52
01/09/2003 2:52

01/09/200310:52
01/09/200318:52
02/09/2003 2:52

02/09/2003 10:52
02/09/2003 18:52

03/09/2003 2:52

- -- - ------- -
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NEWPARK

Sump Temperature Recordings
Ambient
Temp. Area 1 Area 2
°C °C °C

3.864071 -4.059757 -4.563181
8.578923 -4.059757 -4.563181
6.677264 -4.059757 -4.563181
5.042674 -4.059757 -4.563181
12.94152 -4.059757 -4.563181
13.49864 -4.059757 -4.563181
10.78142 -4.059757 -4.563181

7.528 -4.059757 -4.563181
3.165886 -4.059757 -4.563181
1.768958 -4.059757 -4.563181
2.889291 -4.059757 -4.563181
3.140796 -4.059757 -4.563181
3.140796 -4.059757 -4.563181
11.52808 -4.059757 -4.563181
10.09832 -4.059757 -4.563181

Area 3 Area 4 Area 5
°C °C °C

3.673563 -3.248804 -3.947584
3.673563 -3.229966 -3.928878
3.756755 -3.361754 -3.928878
3.798398 -3.418182 -3.928878
3.715143 -3.248804 -3.928878
3.694349 -3.192281 -3.928878
3.673563 -3.15458 -3.928878
4.342722 4.755862 -3.910168

4.36377 4.396088 -3.910168
4.384825 3.434698 -3.910168
4.384825 3.66304 -3.910168
4.384825 3.97597 -3.910168
4.36377 4.143617 -3.910168
4.36377 4.269701 -3.910168
4.36377 4.438284 -3.891455
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